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Sacramento, Calif., May 15. The
Republican state convention last night
selected four delegates at large and
four alternates to the Chicago convention, Instructing the delegate! for
Taft, adopted a platform endorsing
to order this morning.
the policy ot Itooscvelt and selected a
Governor Blanchard of Louisiana, new state central committee.
Six of the eight longrewional dis- - l
chairman of the committee on resolutions, presented the report of his trlct delegation
held conventions
report embraces during the recess of the state conven
Thin
committee.
recommendations along general and tion last night and elected delegates
broad lines, avoiding specific recom- instructed for Taft.
mendations for national or state legisMontana for Taft,
lation. The report is prefaced by the
Butte, Mont., May 15. The Mon
reiterution of what has been said In tana state Republican convention in
the conference regarding the neces-:- : this city endorsed the policies of Presfor united action which will re- ident Koosevelt and instructed Its six
sult in the preservation ol the natural delegates
to the national convention
resources of the country.
objecfor Secretary Taft, despite
It heartily commend the action of tions of the supporters of the
Governor ADDS THIRTY THOUSAND
1 'resident
Roosevelt in culling the Hughes and President Koosevelt,
who
confer nee and recommends that fu- constituted no small purt of the con
ture conferences of like diameter be vention. Chairman H. G. Miller of
culled by the presidents at such times Livingston carried the Taft forces
FOR NEW FEDERAL
as conili! ions Khali warrant.
with an Iron hand. When
Legislation by Congress and" the through
.
Silv-;S.
General Charles
Warren of
iitutes Is suggested, uut specifically, Bow, moved to lay the
enbut alung general lines to furtner the dorsing Secretary Taft resolutions
ILI
on the table
ends sought. It also suggests putting he was prompt. y ruled out of order
the subjects In the hands of compe- by the chairman amid the protest of
tent commissioners.
dc'gaie,
shoute.l that he
jeceivctl wJlh the
The resolutions
would not be bound by gag rule.
Albuquerque and Roswell Benhearty approval. Governor Oieii sug- Amid
pandemonium
a
of ayes anl
gested t.iat the governors meet in noes, when Chairman Miller
put
the efit Under Public Buildings
d
conference whenever
of the motion to adopt the resolution engovernor requested it. Governor Da- dorsing
secretary
war,
the
the
of
Bill Which Passes House.
vidson. Wisconsin, said thi.ro was
declared It carried. No chance
nothing in the declai ations adopted chair
was given for a roll call by counties.
to prevent the governors from formIn the committee a bitter fight was
ing fan independent organization.
Jt
against the resolution, which NEW MEXICANS
was much better, he said, to have the made
O.
was carried by a small margin.
AT THE CONFERENCE
president left independent of any or- U.
of Powell, who succeeded
ganization of governors and the gov- In lianon
gaining recognition, pleaded for
ernors independent of the legislative. Independence. When he shouted
that
Washington, May 15. The House
Governor Folk, in supporting the three-fourtof the Republicans In today passed the public buildings bill
miggostion of Governor Glen, said he his county were
for Hughes he was
did so because of the objection of
down by cheers of the Taft which was reported yesterday by the
taking any action which might here howled
committee. The bill carries an apafter form a precedent. Ho said he followers.
The following delegates were chos- propriation of $30,000 additional for
feared that some future occupant of en to the Chicago convention:
the new federal building at Albuquer
the presidential chair miglu use thi It. Leonard, Silver Bow; T. A. Chas.
Mar- gathering of governors to coerce Con low, Lewis and Clark;
que, which will permit the addition
M.
Charles
grcas if the calling of conferences Blair,
A. J.
of another story to the building.
Yellowstone;
Bennett,
was left in the hands of the presi- Madison; J. G. Blair, Teton; Col.
P.
Koswell will also benefit if the bill
dents.
M. Malone, Custer.
goes through the Senate & outlined,
The following resolution offered by
One resolution states that the Re-- 1
William J. Uryau was adopted by the publican
party of the state of Mon-- i provision having been made for an
con Terence:
pass-- ! appropriation of (130,000 for a federtana
pledges
"Resolved, that this conference ex age of a law its support for the
modifying Hie power of! al building In that city. Phoenix also
press" deep regret that
courts to Issue injunctions a
Cleveland is prevented by illness from the
urged by President Roosevelt in hls benefits to the extent of a $140,000
participating in this historic meeting recent
federal building.
message to Congress.
and expresses its s ncere wish for his
Colonel Thomas C- Marshall was
The bill carries authorization for
recovery."
$20,963,000 for new
contracts
and
At the suggestion
of President elected national committeeman.
Oregon Given Klght.
con$2,165,000 for continuing
Roosevelt the resolution was adopted
old
Portland, Ore., May 15. Oregon's tracts, a total of $23,128,000.
acclamation.
The conference ad'
journeil at 12:45 sine die. tirsf
eight delegates to the Republican naThe sundry civil bill passed by the
that the paper to be read to- tional convention were instructed for
day should be punted in the record Secretary William H. Taft at the state Senate yestruay na been returned
Emory It. Johnson of the Univer and congressional district convention. to the House committee.
sity of Pennsylvania, gave an address The three conventions were absoluteGovernor Curry, George Arnot and
on "Navigation Hesources of Amer ly in control of Taft people, under Col. R. E. Twitchell are in attendance
the management of Senator Charles today at the closing sessions of the
lean Waterways." Ho said in part:
The waterways In our country, riv W. Pultun's friends.
governor's conference at the White
Late in the afternoon,
ers, canals, lake and coastal chan
after the House.
nels, have an aggregate length of be convention had passed resolutions InI ween
55,000 and tiu.Oi'U miies, and structing for Taft, a message was reHAYS JKALOl'SY CAT'SKl) IT.
only about half of the entire mileag ceived from Senator Bourne at Wash
Washington, May 16. Gen. Sherington urging that the delegates be wood, Democrat of Ohio, today bitter
Is now used for navigation.
Considering the great length and Instructed for President
RdosiTelt ly attacked his rolietigue Gen. Kelfer,
undoubted vaiue of our inland water and stating that if otherwise Instructrepresentative from the same
In
nays, comparatively little has been ed he did not wish to be a delegate. reply to a speech by the latter. He
to
The delegates elected by the state declared Klefer's speech had been
"oin
make them commercially
Tip- most effective werk hu.s convention are:
Senator Fulton, G. Inspired by jealousy and charged that
I. .11.
none in improving the harbors H. Williams, Portland, A. N. Gilbert, twenty-fiv- e
years ago Kelfer left the
and
of
danncis
Lakes Superior, Salem; C. G. Huntley, Oregon City. House of Representative under
a
.Moil gan. Huron and Kile with the
Kir.il congressional district:
W. K. cloud.
re.-u-it
tuat the Height now shipped Williams, polk county, and C. L
on the Great bdnu
Ii million tons Schelbiedt, Coos county.
in I.O16
U three limes what it was
Second district: H. W. Coe Port- task. We pledge him the support of
in is :dj. The traffic passing toe tit. land; Asa Thompson, Umatilla county. the Republicans of the state of WashMary's lock roe from a million and
Four presidential
electors were ington if he u, nominated and tve Inu quarter tons in lsou to seven and a nominated as follows:
J. D. Lee, ' struct the delegation from this state
i.ail mi. lions in lass, and to forly-01- 1 Portland; It. R Butler, Gilliam coun- to vote for his nomination as Kng as
and a quarter million tons in ty; Frank J. Miller, Lynn county, and his name shall be before the convention."
iloiri. an increase of 3200 per ceiit. A. C. .Ma raters, Douglass county.
Delegates were selected as follows:
Two efforts were made to have the
This oimiierve on the Great Lakes
At large It. L. Met 'oi inick, Pierce;
Iras 0e
male possible b total con- name of Roosevelt substituted for
gress) mal appi opi lations of less than Taft in the instructions to delegates R. A. Ballinger, King; F. T. Post,
a hundred million dollars.
and one to substitute the name of Spokane; Km tnerson Hammer, Skagit.
First dii.it iet Robert Morati, San
Tin total appropriations
made by Hughes. Each of these motions was
Juan; W. J. Rucker, Snuhoini.-h- .
CongMss Hon, the beginning to 1X07 voted down.
Second district C. F. Eaton. Thurf r tut rners of the Mississippi valTuft and Isx-u- l Option.
$
ley amount
Spokane, Wash., May 1,1. A dra- ston: A. L. Miller. Clarke.
to
t4.7 20.
This
,
For
presidential
e in.-to be a reljtively large sum; matic and unexpected feature of the
electors A. L.
Rodger. Douglass; J. M. Fish, Stevwe consider that the United Washington Republican slate convenbut w hi
ens:
liun-iliiJ.
R. O'DonnHI. Che h.a hil.is; W.
d
tion was the adoption of a local opMates Iiil spent during the pas
r.
in rguiut:ng. Improving tion plank by a vote of Rub to 2..S. 11. Trimble. King; C. K. Krle,
and txteuding our
of natural The convention adopted unanimously
p'-waterways only i
North Dakota in I Inc.
cent of the the following resolution:
"We recoenize in the Hon. V lliam
amount private capitalists have
Minot. X. D. May 15. The Repubin the construction of railways, I H. Taft of Ohio a statesman of lofty lican stale convention of Xorth
our ongreasional appropriations for patriotism. He ha prove I h's geni- elected eight delegates to the
the b Hi rment of Inland navigation us for public affairs. He is experi national convention at Chicago anl
seem to have been conservatively enced in the public service and Is In Instructed them to vote for the nomisympathy with the affairs and desires nation of Secretary Tjft. The delerinall.
Tne United plates has as yet done of the peopU, as to governmental gates are: L. C. Pettlbone, R, h.
principles.
We want the Roosevelt Johnston, C. R. Meredith, A. Kanager,
policies continued and we believe Victor Ross, Juison Lamoure, C. J.
(Continued ou Page Pour.)
Taft is
the man for the Loid and C. H. Stebblns.
third
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Currency Bill Passed by House Indlanan Again Leads Ills
Party and Hanford. of New
Amended by Substituting
Original Aldrlch Bill.
York. Has Second Place.
n NOMINATIONS
WOULD CREATE
ARE
NEW COMMISSION
MADE UNANIMOUS

I

Washington, May 15. The Senate
committee on finance today voted
unanimously to amend the Vreeland
currency bill passed by the Hou.se yes
terday by striking
out everything
after the enacting clause and Inserting the provisions of the Aldrlch bill
as passed by the Senate and It was
immediately reported to the Senate
by Aldrlch. .
The Aldrlch bill Is amended, however, eliminating sections 8 and 11,
the former being the Johnston reserve
fi atui c and the latter the La Follette
provision prohibiting national banks
from loaning money to corporations
or Investing money In the stock of
a corporation the officers or directors
of which are officers or directors of
the bank making the loan. Sections
added provide for the appointment of
a corporation, the officers or directors
members of the House, to be called
a "national monetary commbuion."

tYAQUl INDIANS ARE
!

SURRENDERING ARMS

Pei

GciictuI Tihtm Has Granted
anil Mining Men In honora Are
JUuU-41- .

j

Douglas, Ariz.. May 15. A sneclal
from Hermoslllo, Mexico, says;
General Lorenzo Torros, commander of all troops In Sonora, has
conceded peace to the renegade
and Hermoslllo Is rapidly filling
w'th Indians coming in with their
arms for Immediate surrender. Mining men In the affected country are
greatly elated over the declaration of
peace."
jjh
Ya-iu-

EARTHQUAKE

SHOCK

is

ED

ATJASHIXGTON

11

j.-it-iii

THE DAY

Trinidad, Colo., May 15. Definite
information received here says that
the bandits who robbed the Wells
Fargo safe of $35,000 at French. N.
M., yesterday afternoon,
were seen
this morning near Emery Oap station
on the Colorado & Southern,
sixty
in I le south of here, headed fur the
Cimarron country.
Posses are pressing the robbers
closely and their capture is confidently expected today.

one-thir-

11

DURING

PASSAGE

OrlfASURE

PRACTICALLY ASSURED

v

,''ie

-

EXPECTEO

Late Report Says That Bandits Already Passed by Senate -- Hard
Are Surrounded by Deputies In
Work by Delegate Andrews.
Rugged Country In Eastern
Governor Curry and New
Colfax County-A- re
Heading
Mexicans Should be
for Cimarron Country.
Appreciated.

and last day of the conference of governors began with every Indication
that important action would result. A
full attendance was present and President Roosevelt called the convention

y--

FOR THE

FIGHT

Plan for Future Meetings Discussed Convention Passes Resolution
Amid Uproar After It Had Been
and Organization Will Endeavor
Fought in Committee-Nor- th
to Save Wate of Nation's
Wealth-Off- er
Dakota Will Vote for
Sympathy
for Cleveland.
Secretary.

ill.

fdr

Robbers Who Held Up Guard Colonel Hope we'll1 Is informed
and Agflttidt French and
That Conference Committ)ot $35,000 Are
tee Returned Favorable
Still at Large.
Report.
E

The
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CHASE
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tloris to the Secretary's List.

dent to Be Organized at Once.

May IS.
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FIRST

WEATHER

R.'srt That Trenililor
Was of
t'oiiibU'ruhlc Intensity.

Government

IstNictl An Hour ami

Washington. May 15. An earthI
r
an hour and was
quake that
considerable In intensity was recorded
on the weather bureau seismograph
here early this morning. The origin
approximately 3.200 miles from
While Central America
Washington.
or the Pacific oecan west of Central
America U well within this dlstanee
no definite statement could be made
as to location.
la.-ii-

Chicago, 111., May 16. Eugene V.
of Indiana, this morning
was
nominated for president on the first
ballot by the Socialist party nation) I
convention.
Benjamin Hanford, of New York,
was nominated by the Socialists for
vice president.
Deba received 163 votes. The poll
of the votes had proceeded until 194
had been counted and upon the showing It was moved by Victor lierger of
Milwaukee, that tne nomination be
made unanimous. The motion went
through with a deafening shout.
For vice president Hanford receiv
Debs,

ed 106 votes.

The draft of the platform as presented to the convention represented
the unanimous views of the committee members, and It s expected will
be accepted practically In Its present
shape. It demands national owner
ship of public utilities, and of all In'
dustnes of national scope, in which
competition has virtually ceased to
exl.t; It demands extension of the
public domain to Include mlcea, oil
wells, forems, quarries
and water
power, and scientific reforestation t)f
of
timber lands and reclamation
swamp rands. Touching th labor sit
uatlon it calls for a shortening of the
work day. the securing to workmen of
at Ieat a day and a half each week
for re-t- , prohibition of employment of
women In harmful vucuiun and of
childri n under sixteen, an 1 forbidding
Interstate transportation of products
of child labor, convict labor and the
products of
'a:torles.
A ib niand is made for the abolition of the Senate and f f the veto
power of the president, and that the
constitution be made amendable by a
majority vote; that all judge- - be
elected by the people for short terms
and that their power be curbed by
Immediate legislation.
In the preamble to the platform it
Is charged that capitalists control the
dominating parties and through them
the elected public officials.
"They select our executives," Is the
declaration made; "bribe ou" legislators and corrupt our courts of Justice. They own and cens r the press.
They swap our educational Institutions. They own the nation politically and intellectual'y just as they own
It Industrially."
In closing the preamble rends;
"In this battle for freedom the
Soela'.lst party does not strive to substitute working class rule for capitalist class rule, but to free all humanity from class rule and t) realize the
fnti rnntlonal brotherhood of man."

MIVRP STOCK DliCI.IM:.
New York, May 15. Prices declinBISHOP HORSTMWX H DI.AD.
Bishop Ig- ed sharply on the slock market today
Canton, O., May 15.
natius Horstmnnn of Cleveland, Ohio, on large offerings of speculative fadied at the parsonage of St. John's vorites Hill storks were leaders In
t lie decline.
church, this city, at :20 o'clock.

Las Vegas, N. M , May 16. Five
posses are on the trail of the three
bandits who held up a Wells Fargo
guard and the station agent at the
little town of French yesterday after-neoand escaped with about $35,000
consigned from the First National
Bank of Albuu.ueru.ue to the El Paso
and Southwestern Coal company at
Dawson.
It is believed that the bandits are
surrounded In a densely wooded tract
in the eastern part of Colfax coanty
and the tract will be thoroughly
through compressing the
circle of deputies. The country Is
rugged and the work will necessarily
be alow and hard.
The holdup was one of the most
daring ever attempted in the west.
French Is the Junction point of the
Santa Fe with the Dawson branch
of the El Paso and Southwestern rail,
toad. The money was shipped from
Albuquerque on No. 10 yesterday
morning and was in charge of Archie
Hilton, a guard, who was armed with
the type of sawed off shotgun usually
curried by the express guards.
The money was In one of the iron
safes of the express company, which
is secured with a combination lock.
When the train arrived at French,
Hilton carried the safe Into the depot
When the train pulled out the agent
entered the building and he with Hil
named Farr
ton and a passenger
were the only occupants.
They were suddenly confronted by
three masked men, all of whom car
rled Winchester rifles and revolver.
While two of the bandits kept the
three men covered the third bound
and gagged them. They then tried
twice to blow open the safe with ni
troglycerin but both attempts failed.
They then unbound Farr, the passen
ger from Dawson and made him
break open the safe with a sledge
hammer.
During this time several citizens
approached the depot and each time
they were driven back by shots. No
one returned the lire until the robbers
were departing. The three men collected and divided the money, leaving
some silver coin which was too heavy
for them to carry conveniently, and
then mounted their horses and rode
rapidly away, leaving the three men
bound and gaggeJ in the depot. Hilton, Farr and the agent were released
by citizens of the town.
The bandits rode eastward and as
they left the depot some one fired a
They did Dot return
shot at them.
the lire, but Urged their horses at
lapid speed and quickly disappeared
tiom sight.
As soon aj the news was wired to
Superintendent James Kurn of the
Santa Fe here, a special train was
made ready and a posse organized of
Riders and cowboys, headRomero. They
ed by Sheriff CU-fhoarded the special tia.n which was
given the right of wy. The penitentiary was also notified and another
pofse with the bloodhounds kept at
the penitentiary wus at once Marted.
K.iton contributed another posse and
iter a second posse was started from
this place.
The posses followed the trail of the
three bnnd.ts all night ami today and
was received
word
this afternoon
here that It is thought the robbers
are surrounded and will be caught.
One of the men Is described as being tall and dark complexioned. The
other two were mall and light complexioned. One of the small men had
a front tooth missing. All three wore
black masks and were dressed In
duck clothing.
A report from Raton says that the
men were seen seven miles south of
Raton la.4t night.
Hail Confederate Here?
It Is believed here that tin men
w ho robbed the Wells Pargi Express I
n,

Col. W. S. Hopewell, chairman of
the board of control of the National
Irrigation congress, who Is in Santa
Fe, received a wire from Delegate
W. H. Andrews this afternoon, stat
ing that the conference committee of
the Senate and House of Congress
had returned a favorable rejort on
the civil sundry bill, which carriea
with it an appropriation of $50,000 to
aid In paying the expenses of the Na
tional Irrigation congres which con
venes this fall In Albuauerque.
As the bill has already passed the
Senate and was sent to the Joint con
ference committee, the favorable report by that committee practically
assures the passage of the bill.
. That
means that New Mexico will
receive the sum of $50.00(1 for aid In
defraying the expense of the National
Irrigation congress.
With nearly every measure of .any
consequence practically tied up In
committee and with only a few daya
remaining for this sessltn of Con
gress, the passage of the $50 000 ap
propriation bill reflects the greatest
credit upon the ability of W. H. An
drews, the delegate to Congress from
this territory, and of the work dona
by Governor Curry and other members of the New Mexico delegation
who have gone to Washington in the
Interests of that bill.
If the bill passes, as Is now practically assured. Delegate Andrews urtU
have accomplished a work that
should earn him the lasting gratitude
of the people of Albuquerque and of
Xew Mexico.

The officers and memters of the
board of control of the National Irrigation congress have also exerte4
their Influence to secure the passage
Colonel Hopeof the appropriation.
well and Colonel Twitchell hae mad
several trips to Washlng'on. as has
the national Republican committeeman, Hon. Solomon Luna, and several
dozen other Xew Mexicans.
FORMER CONGRESSMAN' DEAD,
liloomlngton, 111., May 15. Former
Congressman J. H. Howell died here
today, aged 75. He was a captain in
the Civil wax.
company at French, N. M , yesterday
were miners, familiar with the time
and manner in which the miners at
Dawson have been paid and the man.
tier in which the money was shipped
to Dawson and that they had one or
more confederates operating in this
city.

That there was $35,0u0 In the safe
continued by the First National
bank here and the Wells Fargo Express company officials.
The money
consisted of two packages of currency
and a sack of silver. The express
company people refuse to state the
denomination of the bills, but it is
believed that they were principally
twenties. It U also believed here
that the robbers did not take all the
silver. There Is supposed to have
been $2 IMIO In silver and $33,000 In
tills. Very little of the silver was
taken.
The money was transferred from
the First National bank to the ex- -I
less office Wednesday afternoon after banking hours, in the c ty wagon
and kept in the large wife at the ex
press office over night
The express
office employes and a guard pi iced
the money in the express car on No.
10. which leaves the local station at
7:30 o'clock as had been the custom
for years. The miners working in the
Dawson coal mines are paid the 15th
of each mouth. More than 1.000 men
were disappointed this morning.
Tt Is believed that th
robbers were
miners and were In possession of alt
the facts concerning how the com
pany got the money and when It was
U be expected.
Is
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The Fishing Seaton Opened May 15
The most beautiful loratioa on the most beautiful river (the Pecos) In
Can accommodate a
Weather warm, dry and delightful.
Mew Mexico.
limited number of guest.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

ing, tennis and
ley Ranch, Valley Ranch, New Mexico.
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matter at the
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CITIZEN HAS:
Tins finest eq,nipied Job lepnrt unlit In New Mclm.
report by Associated lntw and Auxiliary News Service.
The lat
AMH-QfEUQCi-

O

It's easier to acquire a colW re eduto earn a living after
cation than It
you've got It.

"WK C.ET THE NEWS FIRST.'

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

If a man kept half of the promises
a lifetime he would never
have time for anything else.
he makes In

O

Zoo fTeucft Hot Qir

woman back oast has written an article for a prominent publication
In
It Fhe deplores what she tcrini. the. povrrty of modern conversation.
and
too much Insincerity, too much frivolity, and
She says that todav there
In Tact, too much hot air in the average conversation even when it Is between
A party of rough riders Is after
curry
men.
people supposed to he highly cultivated.
French hold-u- p
those
or
No one will seriously dispute the statement that there is considerable
had bitter come home before it's t)J
a superfluity of hot air nowadays.
late.
It is not necessarily conllnecl to conversation aunouKii me. c
percentage of It used up in that way.
The country Is now divided by a
But for a fine sample of It, one does not have to go further than ConLin
gress, the campaign orator, the patriotic speaker and sometimes even the hot dispute a to whether or not
coln had whiskers when he was Inpreacher.
This should be
As re- augurated president.
However, one expects more or less hot air from such sources.
warning to all presidents to see that
gards the average conversation, hot air is undoubtedly one of the greatest
detail a to their personal make-u- p
boons of modern humanity.

Suppose each
Supposing hot air were eliminated from conversation.
person spoke right to the point, said exactly what he or he thought and put
it In language that could not be mistaken.
The world would be one mighty neighborhood row from morning until
Bight.
Supposing when you met the proud mother of the kid next door, who
had pulled all your flowers, thrown stones upon your porch and made himself generally disagreeable, you did not say: "What a tine child," but instead
Informed her that you never saw such a mean brat of a child In all your life.
Supposing you told the orator who maile the Decoration day address
old flag or
that he was a hypocrite and that he wouldn't know the glorious
the grand old army if he saw them go by and that he hadn't any more real
patriotism than a mountain rat.
Supposing you told this one he was a liar and that one he was a sneak.
Supposing you really did tell the truth upon all commonplace occasions in
order to carry on a conversation that was sincere.
The chances are the undertaker would have you In tow before night
Of course, what the woman who wrote the article about conversation
fall.
was getting at was that a higher sort of a subject should be chosen to talk
about than the silly bits of gossip we usually delight in.
Perhaps she la right, but were we to undertake the Job, we would have
to sit up nights posting ourselves or tomorrow our friends would spring something new on u, and we might inject a little something into our conversation
a trifle more heated than hot air.
f
Conversation Is much like the books we read, the plays we attend, the
It Is what
people we cultivate as friends, and the work In life we choose.
Interests us.
It may be that some day we will become more elevated in our conversaJust now hot air seems to be all
tion, but the chances are that we won't.
the rage and taken all In all. It Is a very safe and sane way of keeping out of
trouble without entirely forgetting the English language as "she is spoke."

Importing Oats
Perhaps In no other country In the world' but America, the greatest ag
in
ricultural sphere In existence, would such a thing as the following article
Hut In this country,
the New York Times be considered an Item of news.
Inwhen anything In the grain line Is Imported It is an ocrasion of unusual
terest.
The Times tells of the importation of a ship load of oats as follows:
The arrival of a cargo of ..ats from Argentina last week is said to be the
first Importation of a cereal into this country, except In the case of some
special varieties of grain which are brought In as delicacies.
While, of course, grain authorities do not look upon this Incident as of
any special significance in relation to the posUion of the United States as a
surplus grain country, it is expected that shipments of this character will beThe oats which were brought
come more and more frequent In the future.
In last week were for the use of a breakfast food manufactory which has u
large trade abroad and the firm undoubtedly calculated in its profits the pos
sibility of getting a rebate on the duty of fifteen cents per bushel, which Is
it was said by the com
the tariff on oats. Kven without a rebate, however,
cents a bushel in
mission house which made the shipment that at fifty-eigChicago there was a protit in bringing in oata from the bouth American republic.
Argentine corn, or maize as It Is called In the European trade, Is rapidly
taking the same high competitive place with our cereal as'Argenllne wheat.
Maize has been profitably carried from Argentina to Cuba and trade authorities expect that Importations will he made to this country In the next year
there Is a short crop
The remarkable growth of the Argentina grain area still continues and
has a larger possible extension still ahead of It than any other section of the
According to statistic prepared by the de
grain belt of either continent.
partment of agriculture, Argentina and Canada are the only two countries
Chile and I'ruguay, how
which will rapidly increase their grain exports.
The three republics to
ever, are factors in the South American grain trade.
gether produced 17K.636.o00 bushels of wheat in 107, which was an Increase
It Is
that the yield or 1908 will
of 69,f23.0(iO bushels over I So:t.
Authorities predict that South Amdouble the figures of five years before.
erica will be raiding too million bushels of wheat In the course of the next
five years and of this amount it is calculated nearly S25 million bushels will
be available for export. European consumption requires an average of about
II million bushels to he imported weekly.
ht

Now that the Republican nomination for the presidency is settled, the
matter of a candidate for vice president should receive more of the consid
It is always hard to fix Interest on the
eration that the high office merits.

ure carefully recorded.

q

Jazette con
recent Emporia
tained several touching references.
both in verse and prose, to the theft
of Walt Mason's chickens. In one of
"Referring
them Mr. Mason says:
aguln to the chickens which were
stolen from the poet's pagoda last
night. It Is timely to say that a Card
of Thanks is being prepared, directed
their
to those neighbors who
sympathy and encouragement In the
wnrr
Dark Hour of Bereavement.
ine'a chickens have been swiped, and
life's horizon is overcast with clouds
through which the effulgence of hope
annut penetrate. It is indeed .sweet
to know that the said splashing or
our tears finds an echo In the hearts
And they were good
f our friends.
chickens, too, laying right along."
A

b--

IOVE AMI TIIK HOLLAR.
IhvtlrU-- f
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funcy he traveled along the Riviera
with the rich Mis Dukenlieimer, and
Tommy had a name for every life
insurance-culendur
beauty in the
dingy suite.
Mr. Tommy Hums went one night
tc the idav.
The (Jrantham Stock
.. w ould render "Whistler, the
t.,
yoble Knglneer," and Mr. Hums had
i,.en attracted by the panorama of a
d
man grabbing a babe from
Iron wheels. Also Miss Olive Hates
would appear as Bertha, the Beauti- iu. ivniiung weenie u...
'
Mrttu u.till..
a n,ln,ti llcrhta drill
ed through the preliminaries to the
great rescue scene, Mr. Hums read
desultorily through
the pages of
"Why She loved Him" and thrilled
ns much over the dilemna of 4 unt- less Helene, In the book, as at the
Mumford, the
sad plight of Maud
dashing adventuress in The Noble
Engineer.
Hut tlow the great Hates was com
ing on. and Tommy slipped the yel- book in his pocket. Here
would be acting worth while,
and
Mr. Hums held in his dirty hand a
i ney were
nouiuei or reutiesi roses.
for the great Hates when she passed
through the valley of the shadow of
the great crisis.
There was a rattle from the snare
drum artist and a boom and rumble
from the man with the ba.ss, and red
lights flashed and trains, crashed In
the painted scenery.
"Saved!" shouted the Noble Engineer.
"Saved!" repea'ed the great Hates.
"Saved!" echoed the audience.
Tommy Burns made reply with his
posy, and then a passage from "Why
She Loved Him" flashed through his
sentimental brain. He scribbled th
words of the elegant eountesd op thi
tag of his red bouquet:
w
Is
"All Is forgiven. There
one In the world but you niu
me."
After the burning words of Countess Helene, he , wrote "Tommy."
Then he hurled love's nosegay on
the stage as the
went down to music, fast and
furious.
4
Mr. Tmohas Burns went on with
the beautiful Idyl in saffron cover5
but behind the Alpine curtain a gruff
stage hand brought a bouquet of red
roses to the great Bates In her circumscribed dressing room. It was
gaudy, tattered thing, and the lead
ing lady at first elevated her dainty
nose and wondered at the economical
But the
habits of certain Johnnies.
fine gray eyes caught the nam.
"Tommy" and the leading lady stopm riini nu
ped short and read the
message:
Is
ie
"All Is forgiven. There
one In tha world but you uno
me."
"Oh. n, ss his heart!" babbled tin
gnat Bates, and she laughed 'in!
cried and gave the grinning staue
hand a dollar. "Dear old Tom." she
chirruped. "I knew he would give

bl St. Louis Tillies.

Will the love that you're rich in
Build a tire in the kitchen:
in an eastern town two young
people fell in luve and elected to

over

thing they
One very important
verlooked; and that was, the fact
hat the happy bridegroom v as out
f employment and could not
himself, let alone his bride.
Nothing was to be said about tht
marriage, but the bride finally confessed to her mother.
Now the young husband, who Is
till without employment, take on a
cry grand tone and demands his wife.
Fortunately for her, her parents re
fuse to allow her to go to him until
he can support her.
The bride herself Is sensible enough
to see the wisdom of their decision,
and says that while she loves him sin- ly .she will stay with her parents
until lo r husband can provide a hoiu
for her.
lon't Marry uu Ixe Alone.
Now, young people, there b) food
for thought for all of you In the c- apade of this gill and boy.
beautiful
Love is a wonderful,
thing, and it Is the only solid, foun- lution to build a home on, but love
needs a little financial backing to keep
it running smoothly.
it is perfect folly for two young
people to many if tiley have nothing
but love to keep the house on. More
over, the man who urges a girl to
marry hiin when he has no means of
providing for her offers lur a very
selfish brand of love.
What right has the man out of em
ployment to take u girl away from comfortable home?
It is all right that he should full
in love with her. but let him go to
ik like a mair and earn enough to
lake cure of her oefore he takes In l
aw ay from her parents.
The parents have reared the girl,
iiluiated her, made many sacrifices
for ,ier. and then sin- ungratefully
lies to the arm of a foolish young
man who huh not one cent to offer

Hut It Is now known
second place as long as there is a contest on for flrsl.
is Taft
that the head of the ticket will be an Ohio mm. and that his name
The name thru follows "Taft and" should be that of a man In every sense
Still. In their
worthy of the office of president and competent to till It.
search for a vice presidential candidate, there is no reason to fear that the
Kepubllcans will ever lie called upon to face such a crisis as has more than
It has never yet been neces
once confronted the Democratic organization.
her.
sary to rob the grave t.i Hud Republican nominees for offices of any grade.
Toil) unit Hum' liigruliliiilc.
The g rl w tin dope with a man
"Soul mate" case in the east where the man will have to wait for an who does not dare go to her parents
other Incarnation to lie considered eligible for marriage h the woman, who and ask for her ill a straightforward,
Thin fastldiou
has loved him through all ages In one form or another.
manly way is guilty of base ingratitheory Is not calculated to cause any heavy demand for house furnishing tude to the two people wtm are her
goods.
best friends on earth.
I
to not urge young people to wait
The British are kicking beeatls,. the Irishmen have been refusing to en until th. y are rich before tin y marEngland will fall upon evil days indeed, when sh ry, but it is romantic lolly to marry
list in the English army.
can no longer in. luce the Irish soldiers to get out and defend her
when they have not enough money to
keep a roof over their heads.
What is the sense of running into
There ure
Who said anvthing about times being hard In Albuquerque?
continually to apthree shows running every night In this city and all of them piesumahly are debt and having parents
peal to his or her
for aid?
making money or they wouldn't continue to run.
To a oil y little girl it may seem
dellghtrul to run
St. Haul story. about the alligator trainer's wife who shot at him on the very roiirantic and
stage winds up nigh ths statement that she'll accompany him to New York away and get married, but how about
ihe future?
Evidently you can't loose a woman like tha.
Uive l.s beautiful, but the material
You
side of life must be considered.
King
on
president
the
Democratic
for
tlckit
a
candidate
tine
What
must eat and be clothed, and Ihere
support
to
recently
an
He
oath
the
would
Portugal
took
make.
of
may be a growing young family to
no matter what happened.
provide for.
He wise, niy felrls, ton) don't marry
a
mysterious air. until you are sure your husband can
The Albuquerque police department should put on
There is a reward of 15,000 for support you.
Maybe Mrs Uunne.- - tied to Albuquerque.
After ou are married you have no
her arrest.
right to be a burden on your father.
Perhaps it would relieve the shortage of print paper If the Congressional Your husband i responsible for youi
support.
Itecord would stop wasting so much of It.

MlV'VJfaniT

tut.,-

Grocers

' (
f

'

:

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

wild-eye-

If the Congressional Record could
be reduced to a size adequate to the
rwrnlts it achieves, the white paper
famine might be relieved.

A

Wholesale

Ity Sltiart It. Stone.
When a girl gits tu
s
be bout eighteen, It
In spite of his freckled face and
her father's duly tu his head of bristly tow, Tommy
see thet there
air Hums was a sentimentalist.
Ills
of
hitchln' leisure hours were devoted to the
plenty
posts in front ov th' reading
f "Wooed and Wed" and
Herles
house.
the whole Heart of Heart
Many's the time the lad dusted the
shelving In a slipshod way, while In

ad- -
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low-back-

The leading lady send a pei funn d
pink note by the grinning stage h md
to a verv
and the note found its
Tlu-elegant gentleman in a box
the very elegant gentleman hurried
down behind t he scenes and there
was a dr.i'Ma III real life played ri'jht
there in the mimic trappings. There
had been differences between these
two, and the very elegant gentleman
.Mr
Thonnis Wardley had declared he would never look at the leading lady again. But be had regretted
the words in the bitterness of his
In ai t and the pink note had brought
him in very quick t ine
"What I can't understand." murmured Miss Olive Hates. "Is why ou
wr de in such a scrawly hand."
Mr. Thomas Wardley
you would
"I merely wanted to see
know, dear."
But down in his heart he knew that
Tommy Burns, the romantic office
been at
boy his office boy had
orange
nun
more of his tnorns
blossoms business, and he raised that
gentleman's salary when next they
y

met

imm
FROM

cues i

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
MELINI

11

Successors to
and BACIIECIU
WHOLKBALm DKALKRB IN
EAKXV,

GIOMI

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Atp

vrytblDQ la J foe to outfit tho
most fMtldlou bar oomploto
exclusive agents In the HouLhwet for Joe.
appoint

W
i

1
Has Outgrown ,01d Quar ers
and Will Occupy Handsome
New Ediflcti In Future.
New York. May la. Tammany is
leave its historic home in K.W
Fourteenth street and move uptown.

to

A

J. D. Eakln, President
O. GIoml, Vice President.

OLD

Have hevn
8.
Win. 1Cinp anil SU Louis A. U. C. Breweries; Yetteetoae,
(Jreen River, W. 11. Me Hrayer's CVvlar Brook, Louts Hunter, T.J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARK NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article s received from, the best Wlnertee
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlc
List. Issued to dealers only.

movement quietly began several

weeks ago among the sachems of the

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
Tammany society for the sale of the
a
old building and the purchase of
one in the center
modern,
oL activity may reiicti a definite stage
at tonight's meeting when the one
hundred anil nineteenth anniversary
N- - M.
OF
of tlie society will be celebrated, new
sachems installed and D. F. Callahan
Lxtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
elected grand sachem to succeed
Charles F. Murphy
ltourke 'ocki-u.iiand Solicits New Accounts
favors the change, it is said.
.
Several Sites Being; Omsidcn-dine of the reasons for the secrecy
quiel-- y
v. d
j. that agents ismight
intimated
It
look for a .site.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
lat options have been taken on two
three. It Is expected that it will
SOLOMON LUNA. President
t ;ke at least a year to erect a building suitable to the needs of the TamW. S. STRICKLKR, Vice President and Cashier
many society and of Tammany hall
W. J. .JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
It i.s the piesenl intention of the sachems to erect a large modern hall
Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge.
William
which can be hired out for public
O. K. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell.
meetings and social gulherings.
Tho.se advocating the change insLst
that it will be very profitable to
Tammany. There has been recently oaor)BoK3eK)Boac
a great demand for the property on
which Tammany hull, Pastor's theater
and the Academy of Music stand as
sites for modern buildings. If Tammany moves, Pastor's theater, owned
by the society, would have to go also,
and It is regarded as certain that the
The
telephone
preserves
The telephone makes the
entire block fronting on East Fouryour health, prolongs yeur Ule
dutlee lighter, the cares less
teenth street would be purchased and
and protects your home.
and the worries fewer.
modern buildings erected upon It.

THE

te

COMMERO K
BANK ofLUUUERUE,

.

CAPITA!,. 83 50.000

I

!

.I-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

May

;

Alxive

08
Fort Havard. N. M., April 17.
The main inducement to the change-ISealed proposals, In triplicate, for the
that Tammany hall is no longer
of
wiring
plumbing
construction,
and
ceiitra.lv located. A site not lower
quarters.
N.
O.
of
two d. lllde sets
f.
street and perhaps
than Thirty-fiftat this post, will be received he
street, is
v. n north of
men
.
11
May
at.n
m
a.
until
i desired.
on
furnished
opened.
Information
The existing building has been the
applii-.ittoU. S. reserves rght n home of Tammany since D6S. when
accept or reject any or all proposals the organization moved from Its old
Knve.op.s con- quarters where Is now the New York
or any part thereof.
taining proposals should be markod Sun building. The removal was
"Quarter" and addressed to Capt. S. marked by a notable parade of the
P Vestal, Constructing
braves. In 1S68 the only Democratic
national convention ever held In this
city was held in the present building.
Hie World s lict 4Hmate.
Horatio Seymour, who had declared
on
disease,
Is not entirely free from
on the plutform of the convention
prevail,
fevers
the higl. clevdt'nus
that he was not a candidate, was
Is
while on the lower levels malaria
nominated for president.
exor
less
l
encou' tere to a grea'er
overTo
tent, according to altitude.
Buil Attack of lysenterjr Cured.
come climate affections lassitude, mahonored cltuen of this town
laria. Jaundice, biliousness, fever and was"An
suffering from a severe attack of
ague, and general debility, the most
told a friend ir ne
Bitters, dysentery. He
effective remedy Is Electric
could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's
purifier;
gre
and
blood
if
th
alterative
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
the antidote for every form of bodily Colic.
of being cured, he havweakness, nervousness, and Insomnia. felt confident remedy ln the west. He
Sold under guarantee at all druggists. ing used this I kept It ln stock and
was told that
Price 60c.
It.
and
lost no time in obtainingsays
M.
J.
cured."
promptly
o
was
We have the finest assortment
Iron beds ln the city. Prlcee the low Leach, druggist, of Wolcott, Vt. For
tale by all druggists.
est. Futrelle Furniture Co.
1 J
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"Renders X5he Banking'
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for Business
Success."
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State National Bank
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"Where Fashion Makes Her Home"

"

IS

THE

PARIS FASHION

IN RACE

Washington, I. C, May IB. A
man with
d
draught,
an esgle eye and whitening hair.
talked down the corridor outside the
Senate ana glared at a sightseeing
Initio
nt eroom. Washington ts
filled with honcymoonors this spring.
PdA-inon, the man fixed his engle
p'.trt cm the uniformed messenger at
tiie ri'"r. Inside, where the smugly
tenia', Fairbanks already sat In the
pulpit, regarding his polished
finger nails .the man with the eagle
tyt glared at a page, which is Just
small boy.
He swung his head slowly around,
and In one sweeping, panoramic glare
took in Fairbanks and the dozen senators already in their places.
The man with the glare was Senator Foraker. There's no reason to
think he doesn't like brides and
There's no reason to think
groom.".
lie hated the messenger, or was expressing defiance of the small boy
pags.
He need not have been feeling especially cross. He may have been
feeling quite cheerful, though a president. al boom, dead In it hothouse. Is
not pleasant to think about.
It's Just Poraker's way.
Koraker glares for the same reason
Cannon, posing a Old Hickory With
Boots On, wears his vest unbottoned.
Poraker is living up to the role of
eagle eye
Fighting Foraker. Th
marks the part like "Ha! Ha!" and
a curling lip marks the villain of
melodrama.
When Senator Poraker was "Fire
Alarm Foraker," he had himself
photographed with his chin in the
tiir and his eagle eye fixed banefully
on the photographer
man's pretty
birdie.
are
photographs
The same old
still printed In the country newspapers at campaign time.
Hut Foraker as we saw him In the
doesn't look much like them
any more.
When he stands he still throws his
chin up in the air in the same old
photographer's attitude of noble
Hut in the Senate, perhaps Waste of Resources Threatens
w hen he is less on show, he sits back
n hi shoulders with his chin down
More Than Perils of an
in his rollar, glaring out from under
Ills eyebrows.
Armed Invasion.
It is no less a fighting face he presents. The drooping curves of white
mustache, like walrus tusks, even Ily Clifford IinclMt, Chief of Uic
Hut there
lie.ghtrn the impression.
ST
l ulled Slatos
hv
noble
of the melodramatic
To conserve our national resources
.iKle i it.
Ws saw him first from the Senate Is more than a question of dollars
e
and cents. It concerns business, but
gallery two weeks ago. when a
fryn the president was being it concerns also our national progress
read. It was a reference to men and national existence, it appeals to
d
whose faces "have grown hard and the love of country, of the
s.
citizen as well as to the cold
Tuel." There was more to the
The rest,couldn't apply to For. Judgment of the economist.
ti ker.
Neglect of our plain duty will In
Kor.ker sat hunched down with a the coming centuries leave the United
pilntnd copy of the massage in his States without
those essential rehand. Two other senators had come sources upon which alone continued
over to talk to him. Foraker held national prosperity can be established.
up the sheets in front of him and Hefore us rise the warning examples
Habbel the paragraphs with a stiff, of such regions as Palestine and
hart Inger. And glared.
northern Africa the examples of
Ws did not interview Foraker. He countries once rlh and prosperous,
or
did aoi care to be interviewed.
but now without national
This fid alone would have proved economic wealth, because of that
that he is not d presidential candi- same disregard for natural resources
date. It is easy to see presidential which has been ha'oltua! in the Unitcandidates. The more' the candidates) ed States.
feel the need of notice, the easier it
This present call to patriotic foreIs in get an interview.
sight and action lacks the appeal to
But for Foraker, his secretary, a the Imagination which inspired our
young woman, mvde this announce-mea- t: fathers in the day of conspicuous
danger to our nation. There is missForaker Is not a presi- ing such overshadowing ev'denee of
He's a presidentan Impending catastrophe as stirs the
dential possibility
.spirit of heroic
ial impossibility "
when the

Muslin Underskirts
For Friday and Saturday, May
100 of our famous Prince Charming
Tailor Made Linen Suits, worth $15

at

all colors.

EVIES

mes-b,ig-

broad-minde-

sen-tene-

NIGHT

Th
last amateur night that was
held at the Crystal, which took place
Just two weeks ago, thoroughly aruua-ii- l
vcryorie'
interest in such affairs.
Four big numbers were put on and
veiy one was a hit. ltemarks were
common upon the
the following morning that it was as good us a
regular vaudeville show.
then
The enthusiasm awakened
fltould be Justified tonight for Just
siii It .neither program, hut with entirely different contestants,
will be
presented. J. A. lientley, a
t;ai kface coined an and
song mid dance man, w ili be a
alng a
will
He
feature.
en:vii- parody, also a pretty sentlmetal
oallad. He will toll funny stories and
tid up with a bunch of the liveliest
e. eentric dancing ever put on here.
Two kids have asked to put on
pistol shooting comt:i. r
edy
!unt. which should also create
other numbers to be
inn h ..ttiijliier.
etm.-e-n
from ire a trick tvcycllst, a
oi. im ilonlst and sleight of hand per-('- ii
i

l

i

has

and
'o ,it.eh. trming
ballads in

:!'i.-t-

i
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Cook-Stov-

in

That is the way ycu will do when you have
e
in your
a "New Perfection Oil"
;
warranted.
in
Made
fully
sizes
kitchen.
three
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.
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Cook-Stov-

m

U

Mr. John RIha of Vlnlng. ta., says:
"I have been selling De Witt's Kidney
and Uladder Pills for about a year
and they give better satisfaction than
anv pill I ever sold." Sold by J. H
O'RUlly Ce.
a

,

j.

Cook-Stov-e

makes summer days endurable. Think of preparing a meal in less time than you'd do it on
the coal range, and then sitting down at table
with the family not overheated, but entirely
comfortable.

"My

e.

e.

Wick Blue Flame 00

.

iWl!r?l

v

NEW PERFECTION

very

Uiml" and "Then You'll
k'e I Know." Jack Cook
1;
- sinne of the te st and most Inter- t i
moving pictures yet. "Travels
' Is most timely
Throutth J' ru-siiw the "I'.iss on r'ay" was here.
'Married in M.i' of Himself" Is one
tinf in ie.- -'
nrtde and the gypsy
pieture Is both amu-onand Instruet-I

'

g
Much of your summer
pleasure depends upon having
a cool and comfortable kitchen. Why not be prepared for
hot days before they come ?
Ask your dealer to show
the New Perfection Wick
Blue Flame Oil
It's a wonder.
Does the work of your big
range in every particular, but
14
has this great advantage over it, that it never heats the kitchen. The

i

ni'T.

J

country is threatened liy an armed
foe. That the danger is as yet hidden
makes it most formidable. It Is one
of the paradoxes of human nature
that men who will sacrif ce their lives
for their country will pass ever as
unworthy of notice smaller sacrifices
of thought and action which will In
rethe end have more
sults.
Our attitude towards our country's
future has been not unlike that of
the parents of children who toil in
the factory or mine. They would
gladly sacrifice their Uvea to ave
the children from some Imminent and
startling danger, but the greatest danger they cannot see at all. They do
not realize that day by day the body
the mind
is being weakened and
starved. The result Ls that the future
is mortgaged and the man Is dwarfed.
As compared with the centuries of
history of the old world the United
States is still a child. Its natural resources are its vital force. Only
through their careful development
ami use can we nope ior iirtinniai
vigor and progress in the centuries
to come.
And yet, through our easy going
policy, we are well nigh stripping this
child nation of the basis of its future
prosperity. For the progress of our
civil zation five materials are abso- lutelv essential wood, water, coal,
Iron and agricultural products.
The timber has been im providently
cut until now we have a supply for
less than thirty years. It is said that
anthracite coal is likely to last us for
lull fifty years and bituminous coal
for but 100. The supply of Iron ore
Is being rapidly depleted, and many
fields have already been exhausted.
Once the coal and iron are gone, they
are gone forever.
cripAgriculture has been seriou-lA billion tons
pled by soil erosion.
of the farmers' richest soil are annually carried into the rivers and the
sea.
The amount of the sol! borne
alone Is nearly
by the M'ss's.-lpp- i
twice as great every year as all the
earth which will be excavated in digging the Panama canal, and the mon- j ey loss to the farmer
Is probably close
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center draft lamp
of great illuminating
1

IUIII wwtwa.

"

hours' burning. Free from all objectionable features a
splendid family lamp. If not with your dealer, writ oux
nearest agency.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

Extraordinary Sale on White Muslin

to a billion dollars. Largely through
this soil wash the streams have been
filled until they- - are less navigable
now than they were fifty years ago
and this in spite of the millions w hich
the government spends upon tnem
every year.
This meager statement of univscap- alde and melancholy facts shows that
we are approaching a national crisis.
We have inexcusably wasted our re
sources to the point of threatened
poverty and we must delay action no
longer. It is thu part of patriotism
to shake off the careless optimism
which has led us to look forward
into the future for less than a gen'
eralion.
It is time to give thought
to the foundations of our country's
happiness and prosperity and to the
hnppiness and prosperity or our chil
drsn. It Is high time that careless
prodigality should give way to a high
new type of patriotic endeavor.
This is the purpose of the conference on natural resources at the
White House. And it is altogether
probable that It will open a campaign
for foresight and prudence in the
conservation of our natural resources
the benefits of which will become increasingly plain as the decades go

Underskirts and Waists at Reduced Prices

ELKS'

AN ENDORSED CHECK
c

Opera House
Friday, May

1

3

GIVES NO GROUND

FOR DISPUTE

5

The endorsement upon the back of each check b evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by check it's the safe way.
We offer ezceptonal advantages for checking- accounts, both

CONCERT

-

targe and small.

I'lMler Direction of

MISS

by.

For the crisis of the revolution
In
and
patriots
arose
numbers
strength to crutfh an outside enemy,
Once and for ail It was demonstrated
to the world that with reasonable pro
paredness on our part the destiny of
this country cannot be Interrupted
from without. In the Civil war the
danger came from within. In those
years of conflict It was shown that
internal dissension cannot check our
progress.
Another attempt of that sort has
become impossible forever. In those
days of strife our citizens found their
i!u:v and did It. Today we are con
fronted with a less evident but no
less vital duty, to assure the happl
ness and prosperity of our descend
ants by the conservation of the re
g
will
sources on which their
depend.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Eiwood

Albuquerque, New Mexico
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Assisted bj Best Local Talent
Olwmis 86 Voices.

i:uide Quartette.

Irof. I1 Mauro's Orchestra.
I'huW-r-

t

Lightning

Mrs. lloimo.

Admission 50c & 75c
DKKKM
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Hay Presses

taXaUM,

for Catalog

Get Read- y- Write

we'l-bein-

COLFAX

Why Overheat Yourself?

AN INTERESTING

$9.48

ut

OF NATION'S

!.

15-1- 6

in every
The model is new, becoming, classy and
web-crevers, close to the
way, wi h broad, perfect shoulders, long
neck, fitting collar, and graceful. In the most fashionable colors
Copenhagen blue, white, lavender and brown, embroidery, stripes in

PINCHOT WRITES

uiti'iil'y

-

SPECIAL OFFERING OF

broad-shouldere-

S.

-

213 South Second Street

Presidential Possibility.
.Despite His Defeats.

AMATEUR

- COMPANY

-

Ohio Man Regards Himself as

COUNTY
FAIR

DEERING

ASSOCIATION

Itig Kxhililt of l'rxliiU Will I to Arranged at Springer and luuw
Itruuglit to Irrigation Con-gr-at AllMiqut-ttjiie- .
Haton, N. M., May 15. The Colfax
County Fair association is arranging
for the annual county fair at Springer early in September and every ef
fort is being made to muke the event
ss. practically every
a complete sui
resident of the county has been notified by circular letter of the fair and
the recent meetings held at Springer
and Itaton served to arouse unusual
nt. nn in tlie undertaking
I tie
Sixteen! ri National Irrigation
collgren.s al AiliUqUerqUe tins fall is
a dtiinulu.1 to the efforts of Colfax
county citi.eiiv it is planned to take
a big exhibit of the products of this
county from the county fair to the
congress, where Colfax
Irrigation
county "ill have .Us own bu lling, arrangements
having already
teen
made for this. Coltax county intends
to take s.irni "f the best pi Ize.i at the
A little skeleton dress Is made of
Irrigation congress, and to do this
hluo gingham, trimme.
will send tile i.irgest and best exhibit CopenhaKcti
at the aliotildcTja anil girdle with one
ever s. nt frniii this county.
of the new colored bunding. This
mate (if nnio, uity or Toledo, l.ucai worn over a lingerie waust makes
County, ss.
ti'Tiiy makes oath thai he a dainty little frock.
Km nk J
Ij kt nior piitim-of the ttnn of K. J.
' '., iIoiiik
y
i'tw-tiuHlnefls In the
Valued Hume aa Gold.
'niinty anil hmte afure-s.il.- l,
t uy of T'iIkIii.
and that said llrm will nay the
H, O. Stewart, a merchant of Cedar
DOI.I.AK.S
lilin it O.NK liLMUtr.il
iM(l
every caHe of t'atarrh View, Ml., says: "1 tell my customMr t'Ki-cured Dy the una of ers when they buy a box of Dr. King's
tliHt cannot I
liana I alarm Cure.
New Life Pills they get the worth of
UtANK J. CHK.NKlf.
weight If afflicted
Sworn to hefore me and nihncrlhed that much gold In
r. ru
ihla 6th uay of Uccein-i.e- with cunstitpailon, malaria or biliousIn my
isf- A.
ness." Sold under guarantee st all
A. W. Ul.EASn.N.
druggist. 26c
Notary i'ulillo.
(8, al )
Hall B Catarrh Cure la taken Internal- ly, and acin uirecuy on Ihe dioou aim
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
Bend
mucous surfaces oi mi system
does not constltpate, but on the other
fur testimonials rres.
CO., Toledo, o.
K. J. fllliNK
hand It laxative principles gently
,
&c.
Hold by all
move the bowels.
Children like It.
con.itl
s
Kamuy nils for
l ake liail
Sold by J. H. O'Klelly Co.
i
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and WALTER A. WOOD

MOWERS

We are the Farm Machinery People and sell every
thing from a Garden Hoe to a Threshing Machine
212 North

J. Korber

& Co.

Second Street

ooooooooooo
ESTABLISHED
"fll.n RELIAHLM."
L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
1171

S

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries th

largest and Most Uxcluslve Stock of Stipl
the BouthweL

QrscstiM ta

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALPUQUBRQUB.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

N.

M.
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Montezuma Grocery
COPPER

Imported

&

Liquor Co.

andJHIRDl

and Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

r,

KruK-iata-

patlon.

l'ure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
ijlass or uauon, neer Dy me iwttie or tase, ramuyj
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Call, I'hone or Send for Solicitor.

J

I'hone 1029

!agk rorn.

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEH.
GOVERNORS

Will

WORK

Insist on
FOR CONSERVATION

Butternut Bread

OF

AND
Look for the Label

(Vnti.
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PUFFS

OUR CREAM

TBY

French Bakery
Phone 597

202 East Central
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The

Monarch
Grocery Co.
Vegetables
A

nice assortment

day, including:

for Satur-

Cucumbern,
from 2tyc
10?
to
12 He
Green bean, per lb
Wajt beans, per lb
15c
10c
Oreen peas, per lb
15c
Green chill. per lb
20c
Fresh tomatoes, p.-- lb
Kgg plant, per lb
15c
10c
Summer pquash, per lb
Be
Fre,h mint, per bunch
California head lettuce. ... 10c
5c
Kohl Kabl, per bunch
05c
Asparagus, per bunch
Water cress, pt'r bunch.... 10c

Fresh Fruit
Blackberries, 2 boxes fur.
Straw berries, 2 boxes for.,
Cal. sweet cherries, per lb.,
Bananas, per dozen
Pineapples, each
Apples, 3 lbs. for
Blood oranges, per dozen..,
Tangerines, per dozen ....
Navel oranges, per dozen.,

.

25c
25c
25c
30C

25c
25c
25c
25c

We have a nice lot of broilers, ranging in price 45c to 50c
each.

307 W. C ntral
Phone 80

Aerdome
THEATER

y

Cor. Second and Lead
Napier anil Vesuvius,
Volunteer Itclmihal. A
Cripple IMicl. Mother-In-l4t- u
as I'miiuI.
Kong: "StM' Saw." "I Am Afraid
to On lie I Ionic ill the lHirk."
Sliwr, Mir lawyer of C'hl-fa-

IMcturcM:

lreKX-liPtU-

T,
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Continuous Performance
Every Evening, Starting

AT 8 O'CLOCK
Entire Change of Program
Mondays and Thursdays

Admission

11.

cents

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJU

SnP Excursions
Illy and return 137.60, May
to 23rd. Return limit June 8,
1808. No Mopovers allowed.
KMiixa

lath

City and return 131.95,
and 8, return limit 60 days
from date of sale. Stopovers allowed
on return trip.

hull

June

6, 7.

and return IS3.90
and 1. Limit 30 days
from date of dale. Continuous passage
In each direction.
Oklahoma

May 16.

11

Oily

18

For further particular

apply to

T. E. PURDY, Agent.
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We insist that our 185.00 typewrit
er is the best value ever offered. If
you have any doubts let us supply
vou with a list of the satisfied users
here In Albuquerque. they will tell
vou of the many superior features of
pur famous 165.00 typewriter. Albu

querque Typewriter

' West Central

portation Is a question to which the
American people are now giving serious thought. There can be no uncertainty as to the importance of the
transportation services performed by
our coastwise shipping and by the
Heel operated on the Ureal Lakes.
The coastwise and Ureat Lakes traffic Is rapidly growing, but upon our
canals a nl many of our rivers traffic
languishes or declines.
In no other country of the world
have rail transportation costs been
reduced to such a low figure an in the
I'nited States. In many other countries it has been found more economical to do the heavier transportation
work by making large ue of waterways, and to deve.op the railway
traffic more particularly with reference to the speedy movement and
schedule delivi ry of parcels, pack
ages and general com moi'.iiy freight.
Such an organization of the business
as has been worked out In England,
France and (lernmny does not result
In as low average freight rates by
rail as prevail in the I'nited States;
but the costs of wholesale and retail
distribution and of many manufacturing activities are undoubtedly less
than they would be were the people
of Europe served almost entirely by
railroads and not by both railroads
Our dependence
and waterways.
upon railroads, almost exclusively, for
the movement of bulky commodities
long distances, even at low average
rates, while we at the same time neglect the development and use of our
inland waterways, does not necessarily mean that we have organized our
work of production and distribution
In the
most economical manner.
When conditions In the I'nited States
approach more closely those prevailing In Kurope, we shall f'nd It Increasingly desirable to provide ourwaselves both with
terways and with railroads more
than present conditions permit
them to be In the handling of package freight. We, as well as Kurope,
will find It prof table to minimize
capital and warehousing costs.
The construction of canals and the
Improvement of rivers in the United
States have progressed slowly. In part
at least because the federal government has In the past left to the states
the work of canal building, and, to
some extent, the canalization of r'v-err
The stales are manifestly incompetent to curry out the Improvement of
our national waterways.
The great
slate of New York has the financial
ability and economic incentive to reconstruct the Krie canal, but its route
Is so clearly nationnl that the waterway should long since have been taken over and enlarged by !hc federal
government.
The experience of our own country
and of other nations shows conclu--lvelthat waterways should he public ways, that their execution and
maintenance should be by the government.
The i ntire netwi.rk of
Ameri an waterways should be Improved and extended systematically
by one authority, and w ih reference
to the economic and social needs of
the entire nation. Then- is oi.ly one
power whose authority Is as wide as
our country, and that is the federal
government. In the future but small
place In the development and control
of waterways will be given either to
the states or to private corporations.
There can be no doubt that the in
land waterways of the United States
will be more extensively used in the
future than they have been In the
ast. The reasons for this are nu
merous and conclusive.

exchange,

Subscribe for The ClUaen.

DEMOCRATS READY

and slate In Jod Working
Oounty Omvmitlon To.
iimrrinv I'sual Formality Will
lle Obwrvod -- l)I.NiHtllii to
Forgive Iiisurrvi'tloiiiMs) If
They Will Come Inlo
(lamp and Ktirmulcr
Tln'lr Arm

The Democrats will hold

A

-.

use.

no

St. Clair

l'utnam spoke befoie

the conference as follows;
Where power Is developed from the
combustion of coul, wood, oil or gas,
our natural resources us such ure
destroyed and they cannot be replaced, excepting to a limited extent.
Where power is derived from water
p'lweis. winds and tides, only energy
utherwiiV wasted is used. The energy
thus extracted is auded to our assets
Instead of being a permanent loss as
is the case with tile combustion of
coal.
It Is probable that the water
power In the United Slates exceeds
30,0(10.(0)11 horsepower and under certain assumptions as to storage reservoirs this amount can be increased
ro,iHMi. (Mm horse power.
to possibly
Using the smaller liytuc of Su.uim.miu
horse power as an Illustration, to develop ail equal amount of energy
our most
modern
plants, would require the burning of
nearly 2 jri.uoo.uuu tons of coal per
annum, and in the average strain
engine plant. w now existing, more
than Bioi, Oiiii. mop t"ns of coal, or r.o
per cent In excels of the total coal
production nf the country in litoti.
The supply of water power is limited, however, when the rapid rate
of increase in our power requirements
is eonHlocri-d- ,
and great care, therefore, must be exercised to insure ibe
preservation of our water power resources and to secure tile maximum
practicable development. Where coal
Is the aource of power, electric transmission and distribution greatly reduce the amount burned to perform
given mechanical wank.
This discussion would be incomplete without mention of th.- - great
possible fue economy that may result
fiom the use of g;is und other similar
engine. The ordinary steam engine utilizes not more than four or
ttv
per cent of the heat enerty In
c
coal, r.nd our best modern
rlants show a heat efficiency
not exceeding 10 or 11 per cent. With
the gas engine the heat efficiency can
be more than doubled, and still high

DOCTORS

IS HOPELESSLY
Court Hearing In

slayer's

KtVort

Kcletiss-

-

lo

Obtain

Com limes At

I'oughkeepsie, N. Y., May l.i. lr.
Amis T. Baker, acting superintendent
ol Hie state asylum for the criminal
insane at Matteawan. testified In the
Thaw case today that in his opinion
Thaw is insane. tr. Baker slated
that In his opinion it would be dangerous to the public safety to permit
Thav to go at large.
Dr. Austin Flint, an expert culled
by Jerome, teslitied
yesterday that
Thaw Is suffering
paranoia, COURT UPHOLDS
from
from which disease, he declared, the
patient never recovers. He declared
that Thaw's behavior, his letters and
PRESIDENT S ACTION
will and his hallucinations were all
emphatic symptoms of paranoia.
IHlrict .Indue Decld.il He Hail Higlit
Dr. Carl I. F. McDonald, an alienist, testified that in his opinion. Thaw
to lisniit-Ni'srn soldiers In
is an incurable paranoias, whose conBrownsville AITruy.
finement Is demanded by the considNew York. May 15. Tile right of
eration of public safety.
President
Koosevelt to sunima il
dismiss negro soldiers of the 2.1th
skmn iti:pitT!:i kii.i.i d
alleged
for
participation In he
riot at Brownsville. Texas, was s
Muskogee, Okla., May 15. South
today by Judge Hough In the
bound M., K. & T. passenger train United States district court.
No. 3, known as the flyer, which left
Oscar W. Kelii, a soldier, sued the
Sit
Ij.inu lou n ..V, t fr.m T. won nnlntu
government fur $122 as wages from
collided one mile east of Mcskogie the date of liis dismissal to
the extoday with a freight.
Several cars piration of his enlistment
District
were badly wrecked and caught .fire,
Altorne St mso n conceded the presisix or (even persons
are reported dent had the right
to dismiss solkilled and several others injured.
diers.
Judge Hough sustained
the
milieu inn iind directed Judgment ill
Black tennis oxfords with rubber favor of the government.
soles, best quality, all sizes, for men,
women and children.
run
DeWitis Little Early nisers are
Prices
from :,0c to 75c.
May's Shoe small, safe, sure and gentle tittle pills.
C.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
Store, 314 West Central avenue.
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Refrigerators
FOR 1908

Finest automatic dry-a- ir
system of refrigeration and most
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market

JM

White Frost

White Frost

e

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator on the market.
All sizes. Prices right.
L Motios

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers
Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

ROLLER SKATES
JUST RECEIVED.

ALL SIZES.

McINTOSH HARDWARE GO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

niormziieiA TRUST

....

ALBUQUeitQUF.

CO.

NFW MEXICO
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hX)U OLD At.fc.

Children, even more so than their
s.u rs, need food that contains brain,
g
hone and
elements. No
food has these In such quantity aud
quality as good, sound, wholesome
bread the kind we bake.
If you !l
don't Know our bread, try a loaf
It Is so much better than the
ordinary sort.
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United States
Depository

PHARMACY

$250,000

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescription
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LIVERY AND BOARDING

STABLE
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311-31- 3
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their

vention tomorrow morning. It Is understood the bosses have carefully
mapped out their plans and that they
have their slate ready to put through.
Having carried all the precincts, the
bosses do not anticipate any trouble
in their convention.
They have It all
fixed up, It is understood, to elect
their chaiman, give Marron and
Burkhart a chance to make a
speech, allow the eminent counsel to
shed his dignified rays of Judicial
knowledge about the place, endorse
Burkhart for delegate to the national
convention and well. It Is given out
that Larrazolo will also be endorsed.
But there will be plenty of enthusiasm. The bosses will see to It that
there Is plenty of noise. Just who will
furnish the applause will be a matter
of general interest for the word has
been passed around for every one to
get out and give a yell or two at the
proper time. It may he possible, however that there will be more noise
than the bosses want for It Is understood that the rank and file crowd
will send two or three representatives
to the convention In the role of spectators, to report the show for the new
Democratic dally. Several of those
named are known for their ability to
speak out in meeting if given half a
chance.
It was quietly given out today from
some source that If the rank and file
crowd who kicked up the insurrection
over in precinct No. 12. would come
Into camp with guns reversed and
stack arms and agree to quit that they
could have representation upon the
Koswell delegation.
There Is little likelihood of them
doing so, however, for they would
have to put on the bosses' collar and
signs allegiance to the old Democratic
gang, who turned them 1own for Jobs
in the city and Ignored their recommendations when the appointments
were made.
C. C. Hendricks, who It Is said will
edit the new " Democratic" paper,
has aroused the wrath of the bosses
because he helped lead the fight In
Precinct No. 12 and has also been
speaking his mind pretty plainly on
the street. It is said he is the only
one of the rank and filers who can
get on the Koswell delegation under
any conditions. It Is sail Ilcndiicks
will go to Koswell anyhow on hU own
hook and continue a little warfare on
the outside.
The resolutions for tomorrow. It is
said, will ring, resound, shriek and
shout with enthusiasm
for Democratic success I,: v.MV Mexico this fail.
They will hurrah for
Bryan from
start to finish ami denounce everything Hcpuhliean !n New Mexico and
"Ut of It. In fact, they will be Just
as Ingenuous as the Ingenuity of the
ingenious Field
contingent can make them.
They will be a sort of a vest pocket
edition of John Sharp William's sc.
t "n of the Congressional
Kecord an
their literary ability Is calculated to
astonish the natives.
The bosses have somewhat recovered their composure after that little
afuir in precinct No. "12 and w ill be
on the Job as lifelike as over, telling
the ,
eniion what to do
Hut the convention is not likely to
pour healing oil on a few sore spots
among the rank and tile. Those members of the Bernalillo democracy are
still n t it.-- wooos sharpening
for e this fall.
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effl-cle- nt

to 60c
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tiled from

less than has been done by other leading Industrial and commercial rivals
In the development and use of Inland
waterways. If we except, as of course
we ought, the chain of Great Lukes
which have no counterpart in any
other country. Whether it is desirable that the United JStatea should follow the example of France ami Germany as regards inland water trans-

Hot Rolls
Every Morning at
O'clock.

RESOURCES

er efficiency
seems' probable
with
higher compression and through the
use of other possible Improvements.
This Is a mosl promising Held for
development, and it Is entirely possible that the gas engine may revolutionize our methods of using fuel
for the production of power.
Where water power in the source
of supply the gnat gain which rel
sults from electric transmission
the utilisation of water powers remote from power markets.
Where
several water powers along a stream
are developed it becomes possible to
utilize, In conjunction with the larger
snj more cheaply developed powers,
others which, considered independently, could not be utilized to advantage.
In the Improvements which have
heen made on navigable rivers
too
It ! attention has been given to the
development of the Incidental water
powers. On Home waterways, as In
several Instances on the Mississippi
river, Immense sums of money have
been apropriated
and expanded on
especially difficult portions of the
rlvpr. If this money could have been
made available in large amounts. Instead of by drlblels over periods) of
many years, water powers of great
developed Bnd
value could have
perhe navigation effectively and
manently Improved.
There are many streams that are
not now nnvlgnble, or nre navigable
for only a portion of the season, that
can he canalized and convened Into
streams of great commercial value.
There are large arens In the western states where irrigation Is essential to the successful growing of
crops. The cultivated lanos usually
lie In valleys and water Is carried to
them through long and often times
wasteful Irrigation ditches. In many
cases the water could be utilized for
developing power on the headwater
of the streams without Injury to the
Irrigation Interests.
In some- cases Irrigation channels
can be converted Into canals suitable
for at least limited navigation, and
where practicable
this should be
..
..t
,. en, nun
Kaa
ilnna
Wlinl
wiiii
,j.,ii iiic
subject of Irrigation canals applies to
the develoment of the water supply
for our cities. This work, like irri
gation, should be carried out so as to
develop the maximum water power
possible without Injury to the water
supply.
When we consider the wide, distribution of our water power resources and what their utilization
means to the prosperity and future
wealth of the nation It is obvious that
their development should be wisely
and efficiently encouraged. Any tax
operating unduly to discourage their
development might easily delay our
Industrial progress to an extent that
would more than offset the accelerating influc-ncof any Improved waterways, which might
be constructed
from the proceeds of such tax. great
as would be the undoubted value of
such waterways, and any direct revenue which the government might
derive from this source would be insignificant as compared with the Indirect benefits resulting from their

Crystal Theater
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STUATIllI SONXi.S.
LaMatinee every afternoon.
dles' souvenir nituinfvs Tucwluy
hii.I I'l'i.lay afternoons; admission
10 coins mill a souvenir without
( lilldrvu'g
extra rlmrye.
prize
iiialiuee every Saturduy; 10 cents
w itli a gift thrown in.
IttMIMOlS I'K.ltrOKMAXCK
AT MtillT, STAItTIXU AT 8.

Prices

10

ft will

RIO

pay you to look

NtfflCK IXK TIIK ITKCHASK

1

U--

d

1

ZZ9

UJU,

ItltlCK.

tnti

GRANDE LUMBER

Phone 8.

There is no difierence, at first, in the appearance of a cancerous arol t
torn iimi u'e ir, an l for this reason every sole lli.it ia obstinate or slow in
lieauinr sh. j al. excite suspicion, for the ..ore is re iiiiitpj more than the externa! cvilt;;ce of a polluted bl.io.l, a.al it allowed to lvualn "lay dccniTeLC
into CaMcer.
to he.'' the uL-e-r ly inv.q's . ! sal'xs, pVi'.eis and oiV i
external remedies always) result in failure, Lcca'te such treatment can hav
no possible tilcct on tiie blood, where the
mentis aud ni jibid ui.itLt
fv.riu, .ti I nre carried through the circulation to t"e p;..ce. No sore or tilcet
. "d ;.!;e 031. n, wiscli.ti rii'n
can exist '..'ithout a predisposing internal c.i-.- c,
ulcer or fi tct In. J ol I sore will continn-- to c?t
into the surroun.iin;;
ciicn'...'. on Uihl'.atges its impurflesh as Ion as a polluted,
ities into it. S. S. S. goes to the fountain liea ' rf the ttoul '.e, and ih :v.-ou- t
poisons and morbid iuri'iii.ics which keep the
the gti
ulcer oj en. 1 lr as t.us rich, pu; ilied blo.nl
pots to the disci x-- pl.ue the healing begins,
all discharge eeasi , i.;e itiiUmm.t'.ioti gradually leaves, ncv tissue una he.i'.lhy llesli
are formed, a d lM,n the sore is
nctitly cured. S., S. S. i made enlir.lv o
PURELY VEGETABLE
roots and her'"-- of a h alii'j, eler..is:r
nature, and unlihe nLueial medicines
wl.icli often do great damage to the delicate paits of the system, S. S. S.
U you want anything on earrn. you
tones up evety part of tue bod v. Book on Sores and l" leers and nny medical
can get It through the wan. cjlumni
advue ueaued Lee.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
The Evehlnf Oltlsen. We set r

te

US A CHANCE

To figure on that hill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our ow
mills located in the heat body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand Why not buy
the best when it is Just aj cheap?

and 20 cts.

HAY LEAD TO CAHCER

genn-infecte-

GIVE

Cor. 3rd

this.

CO,

md Marquetti

or

P.MATTEUCCI

Notice is hereby given that sealed
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
bids will be received for the making
and burning of 300.000 brick, to be
CHILDREN'S
SHOES...
made and burned on the grounds of
Repairing A Specialty.
the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Bids to be
103 NORTH FIRST STRICT
received by the Board of Regents up
to 10 o'clock a. m., Tuesday. May
26th, 1U08. All bids must be accomTiUIRD STHEET
panied by certified check for $100.
The party whose bid Is accepted will
be required to furnish bond for the
faithful performance of his contract.
Mark all bids "Bids for Brick."
of Presto and Salt Me
The right Is reserved to reject any All Kln.U
bieam Sa unsure
and all bids. Address Board of Re
E.MIL
KIJ EX WORT
gents, A. Sc. M. college, Agricultural Masonic building.
North Thlr-- Btre
College. N. M.
R. E. McBRIDE.
V. B. MAY,
President.
Secretary and Treasurer.

Meat Market

,

J

Highland Livery

Are you looking tor PtMerning? ReH AM BROOK BROS.
member the want columns of The Phone 6V6.
i a Jubo M.
your
Evening Cltlsen are for
especial
ttaddle horses a specially.
Bee,
to
benefit.
people
the
In
It talks
and driver
the city. Proprietors afl
ui?y talk to you.
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

r

HUDAT, MAT

cmomamomcmamomamomomcomr)
"I

QUE CITIZEN.

ALBUQIT

1. 10.
m

STUDENTS

t

Japanese Vegetable Down Mattress

FOR

10 COMPETE
VALUABLE

rAOK

REPORTED SUICIDE

SAYS WOOL MARKET

ATTEMPT 15 DENIED

PRIZES

IS WORST IN YEARS
i

and Carriages

Go-Car- ts

i

Invitation 1 F.xteudasl to I'nplls of Story CimiliiKHl Tlwt Mr Hnii-for Crop at
tal Vetctun Buyer Contract!
Nt'H Mexico (ScImmHs ami PrlM-lrlcx the tyoucMt fur Many
Tnkctl Overdose f Melliiii
Are Wortli HhvIiik.
Mentions.
IIiimImiiuI May lie Itcleasctl
on IKkhI.
A. Vandewart, representing Brown
An Invlmtlon hn
been given tt
Adams of Boston, who ha been
students of New Mexico tn compete
A story circulated
this morning to
for valuable economic prizes
The the effect that Mrs. Kugene Hruee, buying wool In New Mexlcn for twenprices are offered for the purpose of second wife of the Santa Fe brake-ma- n ty years and has probably bought
arousing an Interest In the study of
In the county Jail awaiting trial mora of the staple during that time
topics relating to commerce and In- for larceny, had attempted su'clde Is than any other one buyer, says that
the wool market
dustry, and the Invitation comes from said by the police to be untrue.
the worst In years,
Mr. Vandewart arrived last night
TAj J fft
living at 514 South
Prof. J. Laurence LaugMIn of the
Comfortable and Durable Mattrtsn Made.
Mrs. Uruce
t'nlvernlty of Chicago, who Is chair- Broadway and Is In a very nervous from Arizona, where he purchased a
Feather weight, onlv 2T lh- - and looks like 40 llw. With
man of the committee In charge, the condition as a result of her recent large portion of the Arizona crop.
sun hath will last forvears, and never pin k or lump. We have cusother members being Prof. J. B tribulations resulting from the arrest The southern wool, where the staple
tomers who have usee) them for 1 years and they say they are as
ClurJt.
Prof. ! 0f Bruce and the marriage which was long, brought from IS to It
Columbia university;
good as new. CJood enough for a kino;, cheap enough for a HHr man.
Mich-Noo- k
C.
Henry
University
Adams,
of
place In the county Jail, and her cents. The northern wool, heavy and
Only 12.31 Cash to d en JO days approval
Igan; Horace White, Esq., New York physical condition.
and 10 cents.
She Is soon to full of sand, brought
(live them a trial and yon will have no other
A large portion of the clip ha either
City, and Hon. Carroll D. Wright, become a mother.
Mrs. W. V.
to.
Futrelle
rurniture
tor
ihe
expressly
Manufactured
college.
trelle, who lives In the front of the been sold or contracted for.
Mr. Vandewart says
that these
Students who wish to compete are house occupied by Mrs. "Bruce, found
lr
prices are 40 per cent less than the
allowed until June 1, 1909, to make the latter In a very nervous and
west End viaduct
studies and finish their essays. pressed condition yesterday afternoon prices paid laet year. There is no
The prizes are divided Into several pr. Patnhln, who was called, pre Indication now that the market will
- j gertbed medicine to quiet the worn-este- d Improve before the presidential elecdates, giving everyone who Is InterIn problems pertaining to busl-:an- 's
Mrs. Bruce has only tion.
nerves.
After spending a couple of day
n opportunity to compete.
nes
short
been In the United States
Clasa A Includes any American time and understands very little Eng-- 1 here Mr. Vandewart will go to Bos- without resrictlon; the fVst prize In psh. The suicide story was to th ton, but may return later In the sea
this class Is $600 and the second $400. effect that she had been so relieved son to get his share of the New MexCla.s B Includes those who are under- - pr
umall doae of the medicine that ico crop.
graduates of any American college, '
thought a large dose would
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE
any member of this class may ,,V) n,r rnore and that she
t
for the prizes of class A. The lowed medicine which was prescribed PALMER SOCIAL CAMP
first prize In this class Is $300 and the to last her several days.
Mrs.
Is $200. The following are the trelle said this afternoon that Mrs.
ELECTS REPRESENTATIVES
subjects suggested by the committee vtnlrP had taken the medicine ac-fOf New Mexico and Arizona
t
the essays:
cording to Instructions arid that the
- ,tovv was false.
1.
Herman and Amerlem methods '
of regulating trusts
It is a home industry.
Bruce Is still In the county Jail, but Members Will (.o to Head Camp to
2.
The logic of "Progress ai.d Pov- It Is understood that a purse of $200
Give New Mexico the lTopcr
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to proerty."
open made up by railroad men
Slitndlnc.
has
mote local enterprises.
3.
What are the ultlnn'e ends of and that this money will be given to
trade unions and can these be gained W. V. Futrelle, who In turn will go
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
Palmer Social camp of M. W. A.
by any application, of the principles the man's bond. Bruce will be given held a very Interesting meeting In
It has paid all of its obligation.
In
charge
larceny
of monopoly?
hearing
a
the
"n
Red Men's hall last evening anj much
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
of existing railway Judge Craig's court Monday.
4.
In view
Important business was transacted.
of
Laws
States
the
United
by
progress,
established
should
the
policies
standard
the
It writes
In addition to C. O. Young the fol
waterof
encourage
construction
the
lowing members were appointed as
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.
ways?
DEFECTIVE WIRING
representatives to the head camp: O.
5.
Is It to be expected that the
C. Taylor, H. J. Fouts, D. A. Wise and
J H.O'Rielly,
Joshua S. Raynolds,
present and recent production of gold
Charles E. Palmer, who will go well
STARTED A BLAZE armed to offset any arguments that
will cause a higher level of prices?
Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.
President.
Clas C Is for those who have not
may arise against New Mexico.
A prize
had an academic training.
The committee on entertainment
of $500 Is offered for the best prowas also Instructed to prepare a pro
duction on any one of the following Bartender at Commerce Bar Discov- gram for the next meeting which will
ers Bla.e In Time to Prevent
subjects:
be held May 2S. All Modern Wood
Sorloim lire.
1.
The best scheme for uniform
men are Invited to attend this meet
corporation accounts.
ing and a good time is anticipated.
For information concei niutr any of the places adver2.
While the fire department was
Heslrable methods of Improv
for descriptive literature,
tised in this eiiluinn-.mifighting the flames which threatened
ing our trade with China,
call at The ( 'it i.en office or write to the Advertising
3.
The proper spheres of the to destroy the Mori grocery store and SATURDAY CGNCERT
M.
N.
Aihuiiuerque,
Manager, Allmiieniu Citi.en.
trust company and the commercial the Stacy wall paper store on South
Second street yesterday afternoon, a
bank.
4.
The relations of Oriental Immi- second fire scene was being macted
AT GOLDEN RULE
at the Commerce bar on First street,
gration to American Industries.
5.
The relative efficiency of Amer owned by Gradl & Glannliil.
Remodeled
Refwnishvd
Frank Barzlz.a, the bartender, who
ican and European labor in manufacWill Bo I "resell tod Willi
was working in the rear part of the Shoppers Souvenir
industries).
1'oMals.
When in Los Angeles stop at the turing
The prizes are donated by Messrs. place, saw a flash of light in the
Every shopper visiting the big store
Hart Schaflner & Marx, of Chicago. lioiu part. The fla.sh was followed
by a loud report and dense smoke of the Golden Rule Dry Goods com
began to roll uui through the buildpuny. Central and Third, tomorrowing. Mr. Haiziza rushed to the place evening will not only be treat&d to a
THIRTY KILLEO IN
JOHN 0. ALTHOUSE
with a bucket of water secured from fine musical concert, but will be preunder the bar. He found several sented with a twenty-fiv- e
picture pos
Los
Angeles,
Cal.
N.
,
St
Main
168
ght wire burning tal card of Albuquerque.
LOUISIANA STORM yards of electric
and the paper on the ceiling of the
The concert will consist of two
room on fire. The flames w re ex- parts of four numbers each and will
From S. IM. pot take EUROPEAN PLAN SOc. IP
tinguished with the water with little
until 9:30
ISrooklvn Ave. Ours;
Tornado Swi'ps Stale, Injuring Sev- dlflloulty. ' Defective wiring was the begin at 7:30 and continue
Reitaurant Connected
The musicians will be Prof. Gib'ts,
from s)t Luke and
Hundred
eral
und
lcaslalln;
cause. Had the explosion occurred at violinist, anil Miss Pratt, planet. The
Sama Fi l)i pots take L
Countryside.
a time when the store was empty a program follows:
F.rMSt.ra: 'o.Main, $Pclal Rtet by the eek
damaging fire would hae resulted
or Month
Part 1.
then oiii- - ilM-- north.
Shreveport, l.a.. May 15. Thirty The jdaee is Mled with barrels of March. ,i'niler Tw o Flag-1"- . . Von Bloy
dead aiol two hundred Injured Is a liquor.
Gouno.
Waltz from "Faust"
conservative estimate of the fatalities
Luders
Woodland''
Selection.
caused ly the tornado which swept
Intermezzo, "Cavallieria Rustlcana'
MARKETS
TELEGRAPHIC
through Louisiana Wednesday evenM..scagnl
ing, destroying three small towns and
Part 2.
le.ivlng wrecked homes and ruined
March, "College Days"
crops in ajiaili a mile wide and tlfiy
Si. Louis Wool.
Transient Meats. 35c
Thome
"Simple Aren"
.May
uiiper
dull,
l.'i.
Wool
Louis,
Board,
weak
St.
kegular
m'les long. The dead at (iilliam.
96
Lehar
Waltz. "Merrv Widow"
.hanged.
which hud about linu inhabitants,
Schubert
"Serenade"
I'.fi nk fast. Lunch and Dinner served
number thirteen, while at Liolllniier
t lllinyo Livestock.
Cor.5ihSt.and Centra! Ave.
PHONE 47S
NOI'II K TO CREDITORS.
the known dead list is six. These
Chicago. May
Cattle, receipts
towns are about tliteen miles apart,
Territory of New Mexico, County of
$4.7j'!l
Beeves,
J.ioiii;
ah.
weak.
oil
In the Probate Court.
and nothing has been learned of the T.a.'i;
Bernalillo.
T' Xans, J t.ti.'i i 5.HU, westerns,
In re Estate of William B. Childers.
woik of the storm in the country be-tl s
'it ti ml;
ki
feeders,
J1..MI
Sim
and
een.
Notice is hereby given that the unJ :i lin 'ii :..::; cows and heifers, $2.40
dersigned,
At Elmore, a small town near (IilCarrie M. Childers. was
by the said court appointed executrix
liam, several houses were destroyed, 'ili l'i; calves, ti.i:. 'a S. J,",.
Shei p. receipts aiiout i.UOO; 'Weak. under the will of William B. Childers,
and it is not known how many people Westerns,
$ (.on ii B. 00;
yearlings, deceased, on May 4, 1908, and all
perished. Several of the dead were $ in) in
JfcMrZliOT "SPRINGS
."), lambs, Ja.i';, (n ;.5u ; w est- persons having claims against said
I rought to Shreveport on Ihe
relief
J.'j.i." Hi 7.i".
estate are hereby notified to present
train from iilli am thU morning and ern iambs.
are
hospitals
and
sanitariums
the same within the t me prescribed
the
'
KausiiH
Livestock.
ORIGINAL
crowc.ed with the Injured, several of
t
City, May 13. Cattle, re- by law. and all persons indebted to
Kansas
whom will die. Only two houses were ceipts 3, ('On, including 500 southerns: said estate will settle the same with
BATH HOUSES
left standing at (Iilliam. The .lead steady. Southern steers, $ 4 .00 jl 6. 50 ; the undersigned.
...
.
av i i
u ...
Stiijje line froniTHernalillii
CARRIE M CHILDERS.
at Gilliam are:
southern cows, $3.2 5 Si 5.00; stockers
MI1S. IIKNliV COnFREV.
Hoi Sprin
in
to .lem
and feeders, $3.25'(( 5.60; bulls, $3.25 Executrix. Under the Will of William
MRS. JoHX II.MillXKIt.
B. Childers.
$ 3.75 Hi 6.00 ;
dl 5.7 5; calve.-J-,
on duv. Staye l'av-western
A. HAI'GimiD
sleets, $5. U0 'd 6.75, weotern cows,
Tuesda A Saturday
Ji"H.V SIMPSON.
$3.50
NINE NEGROES.
Hogs, receipts 10,(100;
F.
5c lower.
n
A. LAMBKIN,
farmer living in Bulk of sales, $5. Ji) di 5.4U,
heavy,
DKVOKS KEADY PAINT
ihe country near Gilliam. together 15.30 4i 5. 45, puckers and butchers,
TICKETS SOLD AT
Gallon Overs () Square F
with his wife and four children.
$5.20 ii 5.40; light, 15.155.35;
pigs, One PALMETTO
BOOK PAINT
At Bollinger the dead are:
3.75d 4. 25.
W. L. TRIMBLE'S
Stops I ii Us. lstN live Year
A. J. OTEKO, Prop.
MRS. It.W.
Sheep, receipts 4.(100; weak. MutJAP-LAC.
MRS. MARSHALL DAVIS.
$ 4.75 iti 5.50; lambs. $6.00 fd 7. 10;
' tons.
FOUR NEGROES.
Avenue
range wethers, $ 4.50 5.40; fed ewes,
Watt
Railroad
40
Klcven w nue persona ami rnne-ee5 2i
j4 j.
negroes more or ies seriously mjureo
The
have been brought fl the charity hosSPIXi L SAI.K.
pital here.
Of all trimmed hats for Saturday
Bollinger
number only. Everything at cost. Mtm. D. D. ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MIL!
The Injured at
about forty persons, some of whom Coverdale, 220 West Gold ave.
John $. Mitchell
A. C. Bilicke
LOS ANCFLES
brought
here.
have been
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CIT
Of these It Is sal that not more
Black Cat stockings for men, woWhen In neel of sash. door, f ram
TWO NEW ELEVATORS
NJWJFURNITURE
than three or four will die.
men and children. The bivt weuring, eic. Scretii
work a specialty. 4
nicest looking and most perfect tit- - South KW nlPWI
Telciilion
NEW PLUMBING
NEW FIRE PROOFING
S ATI III W KXTHA SI'U I Al. S l.r. tlng ho!(,.ry on the market. Colors.
white, tan or black. Prices run from
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for tlie
t 'onvenieuce. (.'omfoi t and Safety of our (Stiests.
2 cans corn
to SOc. C. May's shoe tore, 314
1"c 12
ti cans of California
tomatoes. ... B5C West Central avenue.
up
3 cans of
25c
New Mexico
BLOCK
AMERICAN
3 pkKS of
Dr.
Celery
Price's
CEKRILL08 LCM '
SlAVAMi: ARTESIAN LAMMS.
2ap
All Kleetric l'ar to Mountain and lieach KcMirts stop at our door. Direct
KlakeH
10c,
cars to and from all raila depot. lh llnllcnbeck Cafe is more popular than ever.
Zest, per pkg
I have opened an office at Su- e
10e
Corn Flakes
wanee. N. M , for the purpose of
Pumice.
Maple Flakes
10c
Bil4.
aiding land seekers In locating
Shredded Wheat Biscuit
luc
Ms
enhomesteads and desert land
20c
Fig Prune Coffee Cereal
(1 AH CORE.
CLEAN
conveyances
I
and
tries.
have
3 pkgs Jellycon
2ac
HMITIIINij COAL.
am prepared to show patrons
10c
12'iic; grade of oysters
NATIVE HINDU-roover the lands at any time. Can
CASH ONLY
per pkg
irap
lie
concernfurnish all information
2fc
Salad dressing, per bottle
Ing land entries of all kinds
LONG BEACH. CALIFORNIA
20c
25c grade of jam In glaaH
Wire requests for services via
10e
St. Charles Milk
Laguna. Agent for S. P. P. R. R.
A medical and surgical
10n
Sanitarium in Southern California by the sea. Iarge cans of milk
1.
TELEPHONE
R. Q. MARMON,
lands.
20c
Affiliated with the gicat BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM, and one of the 25c pkg of (Jold Dust
Civil Engineer; County Surveyor
K0c
Butter Scotch Table Syrup
finest and best equipped of Its kind wen of BATTLE CREEK. Building
of Valencia County.
GO,
J1.00
26 bars of Lenox Soap
every
in
en
single,
with
appointment.
suite
and
strictly modern
Rooms
3(i bira of White Eagle Soap... $1.00
Fine Npacinu tie it mint rooms, where all Battle Creek Saniprivate bath.
THE MAZE.
Graduate nurses and
tarium means, method and appliances are used.
11M. hll KL, IToprletor.
Roof garden and sun parlor overlooking the Pacific
trained manipulators.
Bl'ILDERS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
1.
refreshing ocean breezes that makes the
from which comes 'he gentle.
Now tliut vacation time Is here yiu
the finest In the world.
Tennis court and will want some needlework to do.
summer climate of Long
Native and Chl.vgo Luuilier. Slierwln-WUUarIBlut Non. Be4
Magnificent beach, where bathera may be seen every Co to Mrs. Wilson's for your supplies.
sports.
Itulldlng luer, 1'lui.ter, Lime, Cement, UUsa, banli, Uuont, ttc.
other ot-do- r
Ir.
SOS
Lvad.
W.st
A health home with excellent service and every accommo
day in the year.
Etc., Etc.
Touns:s will appreciate the homelike advantages
dation for one's comfort.
Insist upon DeWitt's Witch Hasel
Visitors welcome.
For further partfeu
offered here. Reasonable rates.
C. BALDR1DCE
Cvt. It is especially good for piles.
423 South
lar addle W. Kay Simpson, Mr.
'v i jBJfclitJJi Sold hy J. H. O KIelly Co.
s

All the new mod-

'

Mf

els for 1908 are

in. The largest
variety to select
from. See the
new Fulton and

I.'

1

L

Fu-Cla-

.

V5V

Alwin collapsible

.iA

cartsjust the

I

Futrelle Furniture Co.

de-the-

i
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proper style for
summer.

MtDv rcn use.

.
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REASONS WHY

re-a-

swal-eompc- te

Occidental Life Insurance Co.

MDT
XXJJJUIV
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17 A 121719 308 West
T AsVIjAV 310 Central

X

or
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HOTELS AND RESORTS
l

U. S. HOTEL

H. COX, The

.

Plumber

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMF1TTING
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latei-things in Knamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .
t

401 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

and Clairvoyant Physicians

Vlto-Path- lc

You need our help; you need It today. This means you. One Interview
will convince you that we can do all and more than we claim.
We give accurate and truthful advice upon all affairs of life, lore, law.
marriage. In fact, all that makes life sad and gloomy for you we can change,
for the better. No matter whether It be mental or physical. No medicine.
Rl:('., W. Central Ave. Office
Permanently Incate1 at the firant
to 5:0; Sunday, II to i.
2, 5, A. and It. Hours.

lint.

:(

Raabe
115-11-

& Mawgeff

NORTH FIRST STREET

5

1

A New Lo of

HOSE

,

Hotel Delaney

recently received direct f om th factory
It's the best we ever
had. It sells at
:

American Plan

iSTONEIIOTEL

$4.50, $5, $6, and $7,
per coil of 50 feet.

LAWN MOWERS
Grass Catchers to fit any Mower
Lawn Rakes and Sprinklers
also
Shovels, Rakes, Hoes

IT-

j

s

--

Don't Forget

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

and Garden Sets

Keleher

Thus.

Pull Set of Tewii

taild rilling;

()ld

f

.... ftec

rain lew Kitractlng
ALL

WORK

$8

up

$1.5(1

Crow ns

Less Money Needed

i

it'AKAXTKKD.

1

'

--

COAL

Headquarters for

ANTHRACITE

Egg-O-.e-

Long Beach Sanitarium

WOOD

W. H. HAHN &

new-ani- l

ch

J.

First

1

OILS. COP1' and PETT1T.
KOO.M
J. N T. AA.MIJO HX.XMi

-

j
CMCmcmoax-moatomcmrmomcma-

Colombo Theatre
418 NOKTH SECOND
Phone 471.

You need less money to do your
shopping this week than ever befor
to do your trading at the Cash Buyer
Union,
Compare these prices:
A nice Vlcl Kid Oxford for la- dios
.11. ti
A guaranteed
Patent Leather
$3.50 Oxford for
Il l
Hoys' fl. 75 extra
well .made
box calf
1.4t
Men's solid
leather oak aole
50 shoes
Men's Black Sateen well made
and full size shirts
IN
Men's well made SOc work shirts IN
Good quality granite wash basins lis
Ulan tumbler regular Be quality
S
two for
25c Imitation cut glass sugar

'

ST.

i

bowl
Very fine 35c M. F. J.

High grade

Illustrated Songs
Program

IVUlay

and Saturday

1XuiiiIu Hall.

Alrxhlp TldeveM (inlc)
Plratew llattlu at Se.
Cuuglit Rank HohlH-rs- .
Intermittent Aliirm Clock.
Sm "Dolly iwur," "Soldier's Dream."

genf.kal admission
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breakfast

It

Six bars Lenox soap
IS
And hundreds of other bargains aa
orders)
122 North Second street Mall
solicited.

CAsh BUYERS' LNlOh
122 North

Seeead

WM. DOLDE, Prop.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
UVFItT,

SAI.

TRANSt'EJl

urday, Sunday.

EVENING

English,

tea

Motion Pictures

coffee....

FEED

STAHIJ-JS-

Horses and Mules Beugat
enanged.

AND
.

and

BEST TOURNOUT8 IN THB CV9J
Kecond Street between Central

Copper Avenue.
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i
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GAME

BROKEN

FOR

Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Her.; is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently brings no
returns. When you buy newspaper space ynu are sure that your advertisement will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them,
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy.
The same good judgment should gorern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time when the entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day.

Nomination of the Secretary New York's "Court of Tears' Hucksters and Hustlers Will
Battle at Traction Park to
Mends Troubleof AH DescripPractically Sure Now-- Is
Help Good Roads Fund.
Due to Roosevelt.
tions at Every Session.

2,

Washington, May 15. Senator Aid-ric- h
and Senator Hale have Jumped
on the front neat of the Taft band-vagoThey are at work on Murray
Crane,
marshal of the "allies," and expect to land him. The
combination mean the solid vote of
Nw Kngland for Taft and the utter
collapse of the "ipposition to th nomination of the secretary of war.
The declHlon of Aldrich and Hal."
wan not reached bivuu'r cf any particular love for Taft. Neither of the
senator would have hra:tateil to go
to any urther conspicuous Kepubiican
In the nation with one exception, in
order to prevent th nntnl.irit'on of
Taft. The one conspicuous exception to whom they were unwilling to
In older
jeo wns Theodore
to make H nuek t It's notniiiat'on en-- I
.
these men,
rely out of the
who have foug'it his policies, now
are eager to sfcure thi.-- first ballot
nomination for Tift.
greater till ute to th? jolitica'
.
Kcllttaisllip .1 'teoseVelt could liot be
laJd. The pi ef idem ha all along
contended Lh.it tar of his own tu:ni-- n
great as a foi Taft
Ulon wouid be
among the lr nn n
ui j influences He ha por.n'tteil h i !i lends
to play with :he tse ..f h'a narie, but
hits insisted .h.tt his own romination
waa out of 'ne luestion
Bui the
lurking fear tint t the vr; !ast moment Mr. Hjivi 't might Le Induced
to accept the presidency las been
ever present with the ti'.-- v h j dislike him mo it.
Knox Alone He1" Hope
So long a the possibility of nominating Cannon or Fairbanks or Knox
the leaders of the Senviu held out '.icld
out. Hut with the
ate machine
exception of Knox these senator now
admit that r.one of the avowed candidates has the least hope of defeating Taft. The nnlv man whe possibly could have defeated him is Hoos-vel- t.
The coming of tlie Ne w' Eng-Jan- d
reactionary group means the
delegates
ttoltd vote of Hie eighty-tw- o
from the New England states and the
moveutter collapse of the antl-TaKnox, so It la said, still bement.
ll even that he has a remote chance
for the nomination. Like all other
candidates, the rainbow appears to
tilm where others see only the clouds.
now apparent that even the
Hut it
Pennsylvania delegation Is breaking.
More important to Taft, perhaps,
than even the movement which makes
a stampede to Roosevelt out of the
question ia the opportunity now affor getting
forded Republican
together. There need be no acrimonious fights at Chicago. There need
be no clashing over contesting delegations and no convention aorea to
carry away. Republican leaders and
Republican factions can begin right
.away to get together for the national
Every member of Con-res- h
will leave Washington knowing
who the candidate will be and what
ia neceasary from a party standpoint
for him to do.
The Action No Cireat Surprise.
It cannot be said that the abandonment of the allies' " fight was altogether unexpected. Since the result
of the Massachusetts convention It
has been known that the New England group recognised that further
opposition to Taft was useless. Senator Hale and Senator Aldrlch have
been of the same Opinion and when
that Utah
the report reached them
Roosevelt a preference In
had
dorsement and California had indicated In Its primaries a preferenceIn
lost no time
for Rioaevelt they
coming to the support of Taft.
n.

ex-fie- ld

11'him-vcII-

.
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"Court
for the
and Igbroken
hearts are mended and estranged
families reunited each afternoon at
3 o'clock and each evening at 7.
Every session of the "Court of
Tears" is a busy one. The two large
rooms it occupies In the Hebrew Educational Alliance building are usual-- v
Mid il
with a forlorn, wretched,
despairing Ki'oup of women and children. Always It la the same pitiful
story of dLscord and desertion. And
"Judge" lternhard Robbiuno listens,
Fynipathl7.es and advises.
"Judge" Kobhinno has no legal authority; he draws no salary. His la
a labor of love and charity. Yet to
v.'pu out that ever distasteful intimation that his supplicants are objects
of charity he charges each a fee of 5
cents. If they haven't the fee he
serves them anyway. And to them
his word is law.
The "Judge" listens to the sorrowful story of the descried one and ultimately sends her home reassure I
lie
sees that the
Not infrequently
hungry Mock Is fed until the husband
Is restored.
Then he calls In the husband and lUtciis to his side of the
case where
story. It Is an
he fails to bring about a reconciliation.
Hundreds of these cases, were they
court,
magistrate's
to get Into a
would result in the husband being
sent to Uluck well's island, the wife
and children being left without support, and ultimately would end In
the divorce court. "The court of
tears" has bui one mission, to preserve the home, and its record Is
one of grat fylng success.
by
Encouraged
his experience,
"Judge" Robbinno, who is an attorney of exceptional ability, has started
a movement, supported by the alliance, looking to the establishment
by legislative action of a court of domestic relations. Huch a court would
stand in the same relation to cases
of desertion and nonsupport as the
delinquent
do
to
Juvenile courts
youngsters.
"The city spends hundreds of mil
the
lion of dollars," he says, "for
maintenance of Its bridges, at reels,
ferries, police, Jails and penltentarles.
but It spends comparatively nothing
for the preservation of the family as
a unit. We support costly courts to
preserve and enforce our civil right,
but where is the public tribunal to
look out for the welfare of the family
and give new support to the shattered walls of home?
"We have courts for divorcing husband and wife, to separate mothers
from children ami children from
fathers, but where Is the court to
which a family in discord could appeal, and which would step In like
the high priest of old, and act as an
angel of peace?"
New York. May I r. I n the
of Tears," the clearing house
domestic troubles of the poor
norant Jews of the East side,

'lair Dresser and Chiropodist.
panura

er
Bambini, at ner
poslte the Alvarado and next door i
to g;T
Sturges' cafe, la prepared
thorough scalp treatment, do hat
dressing, treat corns, bunions and tn
She gives maag
growing nails'.
Mr
and manicuring.
reatment
Hamhinl's own preparation of comup
and
skin
the
plexion cream builds
and t
Improves the complexion
guaranteed not to De injurious. Bn
ilso prepare a hair tonic that curs
snd prevents dandruff and hair fall
'ng nut; restore! life o dead hair
remove moles, warts and superfluous
hair Massage treatment bv vibrator
machines. For any blemish of th
'ace call and consult Mrs. Rsmhim
Mrs.

Wliooplng Cough.
"In February our daughter had the
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lanrecommended Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and said It gave hia
customers the best of aatisfaction. We
found It as he said, and can recommend It to anyone having children
troubled with whooping cough." says
Mrs. A. Goss.'of Durand, Mich. For
all
ale by all druggists.
d,
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WHY BASE BALL
GROWS AND RACING DECLINES

.

Ul'l

Tl

VU'll

llli"-'"'-

With all seriousness and a guarantee that the game will go nine Innings and that the people who pay
their money at the gate to witne-sthe sport, tvo leanui of baseball players, one styling itself the Hustlers
will
ami the other the Hucksters,
sally forth al Traction Park Sunday
afternoon to battle for honors. A
previous game played on a beet Held
In the northern suburbs of the city
on a windy day recently was said at
the time to have been the greatest
exhibition of baseball ever played
amid auch environments. That was
the lirst game between the mentioned
aggregations, and though the Hucksters got a few more punken-roller- s
across the plate, it was not a fair
test as the Hustlers were handicapped
by not being used to playing In the
clear atmosphere of the country.
The game Sunday will give the city
chaps a fair trial.
The game will be attended by music by a band. The players will wear
gorgeous variety ot
a varied and
highly colored costumes. An admission fee of fifty cents will be charged.
The receipts will go to the good
roads fund. If the farmers win the
county roads will receive the benefit.
If the city chaps are victorious the
money will be turned over to Martin
Tlerney to be spent Judiciously on the
streets.
The players selected are all given
notice that each must appear in some
kind of costume. It doesn't matter
what costume. Anyone failing to appear in style will be fined $2.50. The
players are ask el to congregate at
the corner of Second street and Central avenue at about I o'clock Sunday
afiernoou and to parade with a band.
s

yTRAC.oon
FOR BOYS

CLOTHE

Ederbeimer, Stein

Ac

Co.- -

Makers

a few plain
here is
what you ge in

IN

A heaping measure of quality for
every dollar you

spend; and the
satisfaction of
seeing your boy
look as well as any
lad more expensively dressed.

& IHTTON
Itoston
"We prefer the evening paper by
all means, because It sroeg Into the
homes directly, while a morning paper haa a tendency to work back Into
the business section and does not
reach the homes In such relative
numbers as the evening paper."

3 to 10, finished
in a most attractive
way.
Suits for toys, 7 t
17, smartly tailored to
give utmost wear and
style.

RESERVE?.
Hustlers James McCorrlston, W. A.
Gilpin, E. C. Rutler, Henry Wester-feld- t,
Bert
Mike Nash, Ed. Mann.
Hiker, Tom Huhbell. Marcus Kelly,
A.
C.
Wright,
Geo.
Chas. Barker,
Hudson, M. M. Duteher.
Hucksters. Don Rankin. P.
Steve Balling, Pete Jacob-soP. Candelarla, Lou Holts, B. C.
Jaffa, W. F. Brogan, Frank Meyers,
W. Manser, F. Fisher. Otto Kraemer.
Coombs,
Official Vampires Dave
Scott Knight.
official Scorer Dr. W. W. Spargo.
In Charge
Or. John
Physician
Roger Haynes.

jpstin McCarthy,

BASEBALL

WM. DO.NALDSOX & CO.

Minneaimlla
"Without question th evening
are the best mediums In Minneapolis or St. Paul."

S
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Clcvtrland
Si. Li.u;a

14
12
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lelroit
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12
12
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Chicago
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-
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Mass

WisI

M
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1

.391

.333

15
14

Albuquerque-

.6 25

9
9

.391

lAMitfiic.

R. H. E.
9
9

1

-

Washington
Washington

2
3

N.
KU'l- -

R. H. E.

At

St. L ous

Hughes
Batteries:
Wadd' !l and Spencer.
At Philadelphia

4

8

1

0

8

1

Street;

and

II. H. E.

Chi .mi;..

0

3
2

2

f
Sullivan;
Smith
ktis and Schreck.
Vutioiiul league.
hia

I

Isatiii-.-s-

i

It II

Louis

B.it'.r .s:

9

2

lichee and Ludivig;

4

4

Bergen and

R

BeM.

Iter.

R. II

At
Host. Mi

ri,-s-

7

0

0

4

1

:

At H s Moine

Da Molnej

K

2

Ewlng and Schlel;
guson and Rowerman.
Bait.

E

5

Clnclniiaii

Fer-

R. H
1

t

E.
1

I 7 t
Batterl.-a- :
Clark. Ford and Yeager;
Uoiuiu ai.J Zmran.
Lincoln

Adv. Mgr.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

aukee-Iouia-vil-

In-

First and Marqtsette

le

Albuquerque, New Mexico

omamomomomomcmcmzmcmcmomzmomomcmamDmom

c
?

Albuquerque

4)

HALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmiro on Miming mna mill mmoninory m ooolmtty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M

3.

lVople Can
Why It I So.

You

1VII

Foundry and

Machine Works

f.

always

clu-up-

i
5

sObvb00
HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
iOB A MOUSF?
Do you know that people are almost fighting
for?quarters right here in Albuquerque, anefnow?
Anladllike this

1

Fo.ster-.MlIbur-

j

4KJ4KJXJ400404K(J:'

lasting. This remedy
and tones up the kidneys,
helping them to drive out of the body
tho liquid poisons that cause back
ache, headache and distressing kidney
and urinary complaints. Albuquerque
people testify to permanent cures.
T. A. Harnett, retired, living at 914
South Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M.,
says: "For ymra I have been more or
less troubled with kidney complaint,
the ailment becoming more
than ever about two years
ao. Besides having pain In my back
and a general weakness extending
from my hips down, my condition
was so thai any little exertion wouiTl
tire me. There was also a too fre
quent action of the kidney secretions,
disturbing my rest as ofti-as ten
time a night. About n year ago I had
the good fortune to learn of loan's
Kidney Pills and procured a box. I
can say that no medicine ever atTord-- i
d me the benefit derived from them.
They have spared me a great deal of
annoyance and Inconvenience and
they not only give strength and tone
to the kidneys, but Invigorate them."
For sale by a',1 dealers Price 60c.,
n
Co. Buffalo,
aula agents fir the United
states.
the name Dean's
Remember
41
and take no other.
$1.8.1'
and
$1.25,
Porch makers
2.50, and chairs 8.1a, $1.00 anil $1.1'5.
SoPd oak and double caiu attU;
,
comfortable and durable.
l'uniiluro Oo., went enid viaduct,

are

VI WTi:itDAY.
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Pasl--
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.333 strengthens

now.

At St

Wm. T. HALIDAY,

I

Albuquerque Lumber Co

City-Denv-

.609
,565
lioan'.i Kidney Pills cure the cause
.4S0 of disease, and that ia why the cures

10
13
14
14

York

St. I,.ii,
Brooklyn

THE

A GOOD UKASOV

Won. Lost. P. C.

H.iMei.s: Thielinan.
('lark an t Hernia; Clu sbro and

Vi-

I

grounds.

At Kansas City:

limue.

Clevehind
New York

-

l!

.47

1

7

Phiiadi

Sioux

wt

4

i

j

lt.-'httl-

9

American

i

A

Pueblo

At New-

6

3

Lebrand;

and

1

13
12

;MKS

.545
At Sioux City:
.520 game
.478

1(

U

American AHoclatlon.
Kansas City 5.
s
li .3 4 dianapolis 0. (No hit same).
M
At Milwaukee:
game postponed; rain.
At St. Paul:
Won. Lot. P. C.
6
13
.6S4 game postponed; rain.
M lnneap.)tis-To-led- c
7
At Minneapolis:
12
.632
game postponed; rain.
9
.571
U
5:0
U
Collnse
10
10
.500
At New
Haven: Dartmouth
.47
11
12
8
.333 Yale J.
IS

Sioux City
Lincoln
lies M. lines

Hl

U. H. E.

Omaha
I. C Pueblo
Hatterea: Ragan
.6iJ Fitzgerald
and Mltz.

15

Washington
Such appropriation Is to be made Uoaijii
from Rio Puerco at points Sec. 6.
Nuthmal
Township 19 N. R 1 W. By means of
diversion and 7:15 cubic feet per secClul- tChii-.iition is to be conveyed to points Sec7, 18. 19, 20, Township 19 P'AtsUurg
tions
N.. R. 1 W., by means of ditches, and Sew Voik
there used for Irrigation.
Philadelphia,
The territorial engineer will take C.miiinaii
this application up for consideration lioston . ,
on the lat day of July. 1908, and all lirooklyii
persona who may oppose the granting sit. Louis
must me
of the- above application
their objections with the territorial
Western
tng.neer on or before that date.
Clulw
VERNON L, SULLIVAN.
Denver
Territorial Engineer.
Omaha

see

jr.,

l

Isvtctio-Won.

cx.

Columbus
"We consider the evening paper
dry goods stores."
the beat for
ALBERT MAHSBACH,

At Onta.ha
Clulkt
New York

I

"We spend $325,000 a year and 75
per cent of It Is in the evening papers,
and 25 per cent In Sunday papers.
Even with our great morning papers
we cannot make them pay, though
the experimenting has cost us $ 1 0 JT. -000."
CHARLES M. PECK, Adv. Mgr.

Adv. Mgr.

Aiiifrlcaui

&

Chicago

COI. I'M IU'S DRY GOODS CO.

HOW TIIKY ST.YNJJ.

r

siegeij, xxikh

Adv. Mgr.

MAJOR LEAGUE

n,

h

Adv. Mgr.

Adv. Mgr.

AlUtAHAM & STItALS
Brooklyn.
"The evening paper la best. Brooklyn ia a great community of homes,
and tho business man carries his paper there at night. His wife, the
purchaser we are Interested In, haa
then the time to read."

Fcroisls

Clotting am

Fine

F. E. HATCH.

Mandell,

1VL

I

if

JOLKNFY & Bl'UXIIAM
Brooklyn.
"We prefer the evening papers. It
is my sincere belief that they are decidedly the best result brlngers. The
evening paper Is carried home, while
nine-tentof the morning editions
are taken to business ny the men."
CHAS. J. SHEARER,

IIOr;l!TON

Beautiful stylet far

n.

i

i

Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.

boys

Hustlers Ed. Haines, catcher; .'..
Tom
I. Craham (captain), pitcher;
Phelan, first base; Frank Ralph, hpi
end base; John Abbott, third base;
Pen Rothe. shortstop; Dan Macpoer-sorilit Held: ,lo Sheridan, center
Held: Ike Cox. left field.
Hucksters- - Coo. Myers, catcher: E.
I. Parker,
pit. w"r;
Jake Stoecke-(captain l, first base; Frek Zlekert,
second base; K. E. Booth, third base;
Joe I.alrlere. shortstop; B. E. Htoef-fe- l,
right field: Rob Powell, center
Held; Louis Stoex'kel. left field.

.1,

The Albuquerque Citizen

anXI222Dsuit:

CAST OF CHARACTERS.

Notice is hereby given that on the
22nd day of April. 190S, In accordance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
of 1907, Onofre Akers. et al., of Santa
Fe, County of Santa Fe, Territory of
New Mexico, made application to the
territorial engineer of New Mexico for
from the
a permit to appropriate
public waters of the territory of

Fort Bayard. N. M. May 12. 1!0S.
proposals. In triplicate, for the
construction, plumbing, wiring and
healing of an Administration nuuuing
at this Post, will be received here until 11 a. m. June 11. 1908. and then
oi...i,e,l
furnished on
Information
application. t. S. reserves right to
accept or reject any or all proposals
,..rt thereof. Envelopes con
taining proposals should be marked
Building'' and ad"Administration
dressed to dipt. A. P. Vestal. Con- -

Sealed

IM.

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

SUNDAY

HEARTS

TAFT

l,

Mr. Business Man

"

!

MY

FoK RfciNT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
and sanitary. OO Blake St.

New-York-

e

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure
you a tenant at the small cost'of
3

limes for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

S

t

FRIDAY, MAY

li,

'AXBt;UtTE!UI?E CITIZEN.
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JOE GUNS EASILY
DEFEATS THE

Lightweight Champion Had
Best ol the Bout From the
Beginning Last Night.
Sun Francisco,

Oal., May

Joe

15.

(Una, the lightweight champion, abided another victory to his long string
by defeating Rudolph
Unhols. the
rugged Boer from South Africa, In
the eleventh round of a scheduled
bout. The fight was Guns' alt
the way through. He systematically
beat down L'nholz and the ryferee interfered in the eleventh round as
Unhols was then practically knocked
out.
Although Cans held the fight safe
at all stages, he had no easy time In
eulviug the awkward defense of Unhols and in overcoming hla natural
stamina.
The first knockdown occurred in
a terrific left uppercut to the point of
the chin. Unhols got up promptly
and came back full of fight, and although willing at all times to mix It
and never afraid of the clever Gans,
his wild efforts were mostly unavailing.
In the seventh round Gans knocked
Unhols down wlih a right uppercut to
the chin and one of the latter'a seconds, losing hia head, tossed a towel
into the ring and quickly crawled
through the ropes;
L'nholz got up promptly and made
a nicked attempt to strike his second, who quickly crawled back out-'sithe ropes and the fight went on.
In the eighth round Oans sent the
I; our to the iloor again and he got up
dazed and unsteauy. The unequal
cum hat
was
prolonged into the
eleventh round when with short armed Jolts, liana sent
the Uoer down
with wicked uppercuts to the chin.
l'nholz got up completely blinded
and unable to see Ills opponent, Uaus,
seeing the condition of l'nholz,
stood aside and Referee Welch
in and gave the decision to
Kte.t
tlie champion.
III. liullt ill Ih'luil.
At the end of 111" ilrst round Gans
lead, having partially
had ;i
clo-c- d
iiie liner's 1. .t eye with a right
hiHik. In the second round lnbolx
had slightly the better of it. Mis right
caught Mans on the Jaw as the latter was coming in.
The third 101111,1 was a hit in favor
of l'nholz. who landed some good
,

ue

hu-nia- nl

1

punclit--

The f'ou.th round was tians.' He
t '
z with a left uppercut
and the Uoer was down for the count
of live.
In the llfth
Hans had solved the
Hoer's style of lighting and easily held
His man off. occasionally plant. ng his
left to the face. It nak r.ans' round.
In the !xth the Uoer fought back
strongly, .ami did not appear to be In
the least distressed. It was Uajm"
round.
At the end or the seventh, Gans had
a big lead and it looked at this stage
as if it would he easy sailing. although the liner seemed nof to have
grently.
Round eight Cans beat his man
hard in this round and the Koer was
compelled to stall. Me seemed a bit
weak ns he went to hU corner.
The bell rang with Gans having
easy honors In the ninth.
In the tenth Gans Moored the Itoer
for the count of nine with a right in
the pit of the stomach.
In the eleventh Gans floored t'nhniz
and the latter came up so groggy and
floured

TEXAS-TH- E

dnsed that he could not see. The
referee then stopped the fight and declared Cans the winner.
Owing to the fact that Unhols has
never appeared In a local arena before Interest in the outcome was at
a low ebb but In spite of this fact
Coliseum rink wa crowded when the
signal was given for the fighters to
give battle.
The men weighed In
stripped at the ringside shortly before
commencing hostilities, the scales being set at the 113 pound mark, according to the articles of agreement.
As both have been under weight for
several days there was no Mir when
they Jumped on the scales, which
were set in midrlng and failed to
move the beam. It was noticed that
Guns looked a bit drawn after he had
stripped, while the Boei, who has
trained hard with a view of wresting the laurels from the champion,
fairly scintillated with the glow of
health.
Betting on the general result was
light with the odds favoring Onns at
10 to 8H.
There wa much speculation on the length of the contest,
however, even money being wagered
that Unholx would not stay ' twenty
rounds.
Jack Welch refereed the main
event, which was preceded by two
bouts, the first between
Tommy Hermann and W. O. Smith,
and the second between Charlie Lucca of Chicago, and Billy Purtell of
this city.
six-rou-

MANY

MONSTERS

GILA

Arizona Man lias Contract to Ship
1100 of tlie IJuirxU to 1 allicrland
For Experimental Purjoics.
Arizona Gazette: When the directors of the Maricopa County Commercial club were conferring with the
representatives of the Santa Fe and
Southern I'aiillc railroads yesterday,
upon the subject of freight rates, they
requested
upon olives,
reductions
melons and a dozen other commodities produced in this valley, but they
neglected entirely to ask a reduction
of the rate on Gila monsters. K. L.
Malke today has cause to regret that
he did not cause a complaint regarding tlie rate upon this product to be
made for he Is doing a rush ng business in reptiles.
"Send me 300 Gila monsters at
once." This was the order Mr. Halke
receive I this morning from a snake
and wild animal dealer in the Fath-- .
rland. And Mr. Balke will till the
order.
This is about tlie largest order for
this commodity ever received here. It
lias been no uncommon thing in past
years for Mr. Balke t get an order
for one, two or three of the monsters,
hut Hut) sets a new record. There Is
liable to be a Gila monster famine in
the territory.
If a few more orders
like this come the species will soon
be extinct.
What the Germans want with 300
of the big lizards is a mystery. Mr.
Halke thinks they are probably wanted for distribution among the imperial gardens throughout the em-piThe German scientists, however, are great experimenters
anil
may have decided to settle once and
for all the much disputed question as
to whether the Gila monster In poisonous by dissecting a few hundred of
them.
It will take several weeks for Mr.
Halke to get the shipment ready. Me
does not keep more than three or
four in stock as a usual thing, so he
will have to write out to the Sacaion
reservation, the Navajo reservation
and to other points for all the monsters that can be caught.
In the order lie a profit of tl'.n
for Mr. lialke. lie will pay f I apiece
for them laid down in Phoenix. Me
will
holesale them across the water
for J:l apiece. After deducting the
freight, expense of handling. Htc, he
siniates that he will make about
fifty cents apiece out of the beasts.
e.

"LONE CAN STATE"

CLASSIFIED ADS
THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
riD

dfnt

and WANTED Ladles to call and see our
furnished
Kl It HUNT
f. room
houses. W. V. Futrelle.
new styles In millinery it reduced
prices. Miss C. P. Crane, 611 North
FOR RENT barge, oool front rooms,
Second street. Ladles' tailoring and
cloi-In. B24 West Central. Apply
dressmaking. Phone m. Apprenat rear.
tices wanted.
house
New
tent
modern
KENT
FOR
nicely furnished. 101 South Walter WANTED Cook for small family at
Olorleta, N. M. Apply at once at
street.
office. Grand Central hotel.
FOR SALE
WANTED Capable men tu fill executive, technical, office and merWe can place
cantile positions.
FOR SALE Cheap, a good sized farm
you in the position for which you
team. Dun J. Kankin A Co.
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association 201
East CenFOR SALE Fine riding pony and
tral avenue, Albuquerqut, N. M.
saddle, cheap. 714 E. Iron Ave.
1R7
Phone
SALE Best transient and
FOR
For U. S. Army: Able
rooming house in the city. Inquire WANTED
bodied,
unmarried men, between
Box 44,
ages of 18 and 35; altlsens of UnitFOR SALE Cheap 60 pairs fine piged States, of good character and
eons. Address F. R. W., Lock Box
temperate habits, who can speak,
321 or care St. Elmo.
read and write English. For Information apply to Recru'tlng OfFOR SALE Fine buggy and harness
ficer, 2U3 E. Central Ave.,
714 E.
in good condition, cheap.
New Mexico.
Iron.
FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
SALESMEN
A
good as new, beautiful tone.
chance to possess an Instrument of WANTED Capable talesman to covunexcelled make at Just half what
er New Mexico
with staple line.
On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
It is worth.
High
commissions
with $100
Music Store, 124 South Secmonthly advance. 'Permanent posiond street, Albuquerque.
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
Co., Detroit, Mich.
FOR SALE: Underwood typewriter,
$50, at Millet Studio, xl& West Cen
WANTED Traveling men and soilc'-tor- s
tral avenue.
calling on druggists, confectionKOIt SALE
Stock rancn, or will
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque anu
Sowestern
In
located
cheap;
surrounding
lease
territory and states, to
corro county. Address the owner,
carry our celebrated line of chocoP. O. Until. N. M., J. Kelley.
lates on good commission basis.
Bowes Allegrettl, 315 River St.. ChiPO R SALE
At a barsatn. a brand cago.
new Stevens shotgun, never been
fired. A hiah arade and thorough WANTED Live, energetic men for
ly modern gun.
exclusive territory agency of "InInquire at The
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
Citizen office
col oil into gas gives one hunFOR SALE Rooming house clearing
dred candlepower burns on man$95 per month.
Purchaser must
tle instantaneous seller. Write at
have $750 cash lo handle. Address
once.
Coast Lighting Company,
M. N., care Citizen.
.tn Yefler Way. Seattle.
WANTED Salesmenwante"d foFour
BARGAINS IN ACRE PROPERTY
individual lighting plants. Our central generator system has never
to
An opportunity
been pushed
In 5 and 10 acre tracts, within two
make big money. Exclusive terrimiles of the city limits, at $20 to $75
tory to hustlers. Write for full
per acre. Also a ranch of 1"00 acres,
proposition. Knight Light Co., Chiall valley land, at $30 per acre.
4

Mode-r-a

e

Albu-iueriu-

TRACTS
On Fourth street, at $50 per acre.
Cither Miiall tracts at proportional
Money to loan on approved
prices.
security.
Address
IVIiiic J. . rule,
Room 19, Armijn Block, 304 West
Central Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M
10 AOKK

11

C'aliforiiltin's laic!..
"The luckiest day of my life was
when I bought a box of Bucklen's Arnica Salve;" writes Charles F. Budahn
of Tracy, California. "Two 2c boxes
cured me of an annoying oase of itching piles, which had troubled me for
years and that yielded to no other
treatment." Sold under guarantee at
all druggWs.
A

Subscribe fur the Citizen and rest)
the news.
Kodol completely digests all clashes
of food. It will get right at the trouble
and do the very work Itself for the
It Is pleasant to take. Sold
stomach
by .1. H. O'RIelly Co.

ur window display this week
of mtrs and art square,
pmtci -. wool frhmed rugs. $1.25 anil
up. Futrelle Furniture tx.
t'p-to-d.-

EVERYBODY READS THE ALBTj
QUERQl'E CITIZEN BECAUSE VTI
GET THE NEWS FIRST.

MADE FOR SERVICE
IN THE ROUGHEST WEATHER
AND GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY

WATERPROOF
0WE,j

mm

POMMEL
SLICKERS

35o
This trode mork

and the word
TOWFR on the
buttons distin
ouuh this hiah

grude slicker from
the just as good

brand

.

.

m

I

Very Serious
It is a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine and have the
wrong one given you. For this
reason ' we urge you in buying
to be careful to get the genuine
ht

Liver Medicine

I

.

.

"

sssBB

e.

i

I
I

El

The reputation of this old, reliable medicine, for constipation,
and liver trouble, is firmly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or it would not be the favorite liver powder, with a larger
ale than all others combined.
Ft
SOLD IN TOWN

2flQH

3XIXXIXXIXHIIXIIXXWM

PHYSICIANS

Davis &Zearing

MONEY to LOAN

VITO-PATin-

Clairvoyant Physician,
303
Central Avenue.
Room
DR. W. M. BlIEIUPAJf
IlomeopaUUo Physician and

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
The Complete
Wagons and other Chattels also on
RESALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
W. Gold Av9.
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
lTniTc tlin finnul. itiintr In I.TiA riven
youi possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before bor- H line for a pas or gasoline stove.
rowing.
H Call and let ns show them to you.
THE IIOrSFlIOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
PRICE

House Furnishers
208

parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
103 H West Rsllrosd Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.

Rooms
building.

strain lieal,

rooming
running

water; bargain.
FOR SALE Hotel at a bargain.
modem
FOR RAI.F.
cement In nine.
FOR SALF II n 11 sea and
ranches; houses for rent.

M.L.SCHUTT
2nd

219 Soutb

and

one-thir-

IX

R TO

POSTOFFICE.

You

Rxuinlned Our

Indies Have

f

PATCUXN

tm

M

BHONSO

Homeopathic. Physician
and
geons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
Office
28; Residence lOtl.

Simpler Clark
Shoe Company
NEXT

F. J.

Physician and Sargeoa.
Of Hoe aver Vann Drag stork. o
flee Imiipw Q td
M a . .
7 to 8 p. in. Phones, office 441,
nsj
.a7isw oro.
DR. R L. HIST
Physician and Burgeon.
Rooms
at T. N. T. ArmUo BaUdlxsa,
DR. SOLOMON U BIHTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 61$ South Warta
Street. Phone 1080.
DRS. BRONSON

Strft

gelea, Cal.
AGENTS
Introduce

SOPASTE to
factories, railroad shops, etc. Removes grease dirt quickly; Immense
Parker
salea; amasing profits.
Chemical Co., Chicago.
MARRT your choice. Partvcular peo.
pie, everywhere, Introduced without
publicity; no fakes; details free. Address, A. C, box 1338, Los Angeles,
Calif.
$210.00 Motor cycle or norse and
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and $86.09 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest portrait house In the world.
Tou will receive, postpaid, a beauof oil
tiful 16x20 reproduction
painting in answer to this ad. Write
for particulars. R. D. Martel, Dept.
79, Chicago.
OR HORSE
$210 MOTOR CTCLK
and buggy furnished our men for
traveling, and $85 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
cago.
greatest portrait house In the world.
WANTED Capable salesman to covYou will receive, postpaid, a beauer New Mexico with staple line.
of oil
tiful 16x20 reproduction
High commissions, with J100 00
painting In answer to this ad. Write
monthly advance. Permanent pofor particulars. R. D. Martel, Dept.
sition to right man. Jess H. Smith
604. Chicago.
Co., Detroit, Mich.
SALESMAN
First class all round
MALE HELP
hustler to cover unoccupied territory selling staple Imp to retail HEPE'S a chance for you to make
money.
trade.
Technical knowledge unOur representatives make
necessary.
$10 a day; so can you.
to right
Immediate
Permanent
territory
man. $30.00 weidy. Expenses adand
exclusive
seller
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
Agents can carry as side line. C. F.
Manager, Chicago.
Pennewell, Mgr.. 152 Mutual Life
Bldg.. Seattle, Washington.
AM RITI' l'S M EN WANTED Why
work for small salary?
You can $210.00
MOTOR cycle or horse and
earn $2'. to 1 .in per day: others
buggy furnished our men for travare doing it; you can do likewise,
eling, and $85.00 per month and
your sal10 incre-is- e
if yon
expenses, to take orders for the
ary and elevate yourself, write for
greatest
portrait
house In the
our free hook. "Mow 10 Become a
You will receive, postpaid.
world.
'
Professional Auctioneer.
Address
a beautiful 16x20 reproduction of
Chicago School of Auctioneering,
oil painting in answer to this ad.
lioyce lildg., Chicago.
Write for particulars. R D. Martel,
AGENTS- - Opportunity of llfefme7 no
Dent. 4 74. Chicago.
experience necessary, big cash profits daily, one agent made 121 In The Mot Common rause of Suffering
one hour, everyone will buy.
We
Rheumatism causes more pain and
issue more accident and sickness suffering than any other disease, for
policies than any other similar com. the rooaon that It Is the most common
pany In the world, we give ttie most of ail ills, and It Is certainly gratifypopular and cheapest insurance ing to sufferers to know that Chamwill afford
written: new plan, tl a year pays berlain's
Pain Balm
for tSOO policy: no assessments or relief, and make rest and sleep posdues; other amounts In proportion. sible. In many cases the relief from
Death benefit, week'y Indemnity, pain, which Is at first temporary, haa
free medical attendance, original become permanent, while In old peopopular features, either sex.
All ple subject to chronic rheumatism,
claims promptly and liberally set- often brought on by dampness or
tled: insurance assets 1500.000. Re- changes In the weather, a permanent
liable represents! ves wanted ev- cure cannot be expected; the relief
erywhere; exclusive territory; lib- from pain which this liniment affords
eral permanent Income. Increasing is alone worth many times Its cost li
each year; absolutely sure. Address and 60 cent sixes for sale by all drug181 gists.
Corporation,
International
Brnsdwsy (Dept W2). New Tork.
Screen doors anil windows made by
WANTED Sales Representative for
specialty and school supplies. Good ' home mechanics at llie Superior
man can make 135 a week and up. Planing Mill.
Permanent position to right party.
It Reached the SMt.
Centennial S S. Co., 17 25 Stout St.,
Mr E. Humphrey,
who owns a
Denver, Colo.
large general store at Omega, O., and
CAPABLE SALESMAN fo cover" New Is president of the Adams County
staple line. High comMexico
Co., as well as of the Home
missions, with $100 00 monthly ad- Telephone
Co., of Pike County, O.,
vance Permanent poitlon to right Telephone
says of Dr. King's New Discovery: "It
man. .Iw H Smith Co. Detroit. saved my life once. At least I think
Mich.
It did.
It seemed to reach the spot
WANTED Salesmen to handle vest the very seat of my cough when
pocket side line to increase depart- everything else failed." Dr. King's
ment stores' sales Twenty dollars New Discovery not only reaches the
daily paslly made
State territory cough spot; It heals the sore spots and
you cover
Samples supplied free. the weak spots In throat, lungs and
Company Chicago. chest. Sold under guarantee at all
III.
druggists. 60c and $1.00. Trial bottle
CAPABLE traveling salesman at once. free.
Staple line, prof table commission.
FEE'S (iOOI) ICE CTIKAM AND
Contract with $25 00 weekly advance. Permanent position; refert'E CHE AM SODA. WALTON'S
ences required. A. 8 J. Co., Grand JRCG STORE.
River Ave., Detroit. Mich.
Crood Liniment.
You will hunt a good while before
LOST
FOUND
you find a liniment that Is equal to
as a
Ch.irnherlaln's
Pain
Balm
LOST Due ber Ha nipt on watch No. cure for muscular and rheumatic
5 $$7604,' g" '1 c.i.v'. engraved
w ith pains for the cure of sprains and soremonogram M. J. B. Suitable re- ness of the muscules. In case of rheumatism and sciatica It relieves the In.
ward if returned to this office.
tense paid and makes sleep and rest
When your rooi seems to nauseate possible. In case of strains It relieves
take K idol. Tike Kodol now and un- the soreness and restores the parts to
til Villi knrtiv vml ft To, rlffht n 0 9 n a healthy condition In
d
the
There Isn't any d iubt about what It time required by the usual treatment.
wMl
find the truth of It Is equally valuable for lame back
will do and you
this statement verified after you have and all deep seated and muscular
used Kodol for a few weeks. It Is sold pains. 25 and 50 cent sixes for sale by
all druggists.
here by J. It. O'RIelly Co.
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FOR SALE

i, state National

""
and OoarUsfy.
and Clairvoyant PhyaW.
clans. Room S, Grant Building. I$)4J
West Central avenue.
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HONEST AGENTS 10 days' credit.
Near circular ready. Soaps selling
better than ever. Write. Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.
RD
"Inserts classified
JT25 PER-WOads. in 36 leading papers In U. 8.
Send for list. The Dake Advertising Agency. 42? South Main street,
Loa Angeles.
MARRT your choice. Particular people, everywhere. Introduced without publicity; no fakes; details free.Address, A. C, box 1838, Los An-

,
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Vlta-Path-

$2.25

M

Miscellaneous

Bllss-Devene-

Black-Draug-

mm mm

PERSONAL PROPERTY" 1X.N3

WANTFD

See

tmstm.'

FACE BBYElf.

.

DENTISTS
ELLER,

CHAS. A.

,

Dentist.

Albuquerque, New Mexico. Room 14,
N. T. Armijo Building. Phone $
DR. J. E. CRAFT
lental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and .t. Harnett BnUdis
Over Oiilclly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.
Phone 744.
ED.M I'XD J. AIGER. D. D.
.
Of lice hours,
a. m. to 12:$$ s any
1:30 to 5 p. in- 4
Appointments made by maf
J
job nnai (jenirai Ave, Phone

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.

Attorney
Office,

If not. Why not? The average
woman of Unlay make the most
of her oxrtunlti"s. Why not
you? We have shore at all price
Children's Shoes From 50c to $1.50
'
and Boys' from
$1.60 to $3.00
ladles' Shoes from. .$1.25 to $4.00
Men's Sliocw from .. $2.50 to $5.00
WE INVITE YOU TO CAIJU

RuOdlaea.

Albuquerque. N. at.

,i,lr,

1

at Law.

First National Bank
E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.

Office. Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. N. M.

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Lew.

Mls-scs-

Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrtcfaas
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trad
Marks, Claims.
32 P. street, N. M. Washington. D. 4
TllOH. K. D. MADDISON
-- ilSff
A ttorney at- La w.
Office with v. B. Chlldera,
117 West Gold Avenue

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.

--

Eight acre in alfalfa,
well
fenced, ailohe house and barn,
fruit trees, about five miles north
of town. Price $HM.00 rash.

MISCELLANEOUS
F. W. SPENCER

Six and

a half acres

land, already
bles,

about half

first class
lanted In vegetaplanted in alfalfa

Architect
1

1S31 South Walter.

tills spring, three room udohe
house in good condition. This
place hi located two and a .half
miles from town. Price, $1,000;
$500 (low 11, balance In (Hie year
at H per cent.
AtxHit 100 acrei of first
clam
Irrigated land, located four miles
north of lawn, 50 a res under
cultivation (tart year u as planted
In wheat), well fenced with four
wire and cedar porta, main ditch
runs
land, title perfect.
Price for tlie whole tract, for a
short time only $6500.00.
Tills
is a snap for somebody,
tiu-oiig-

A.

FRENCH

Pboass

M4V

ADAMS

CNDEKTAKERS.
Lady Assistant.
Embalming a Spetsaltj.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLETSTER
Insurance. Real Estate, Notary
Public,
Rooms 1$ and 14, Cromwell P'-iAlbuquerque, N. M. Phone !$

B.

E WALKER
Fire btauraoce.
Secretary Mutual Building
217 West Central Avenue,
A.

VETERINARY

M0NT0YA

WILLIAM BKLDEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and IMtitistry a Specialty.
402 South Edith Phona 44,

Estate and Loans. Notary
Public. $15 W. Gold Ave.

RorJ

DR.' H. D. PETTI FORD
Veterinary Hurgaon.

THORNTON

Practice; Therapeutics. 8uraar

IKE CLEANER

aai

Obstetrics on Horses. Cattle. Baasaa
Hogs. Dogs and Cats.
Orflae wttfc
Thornton, rhe Cleaner, 111 McrM
4(0. Hospital
Phone
aa4
Cleans any and everything and does Third,
nesiaence, 781
It right.
The best In the southwest. dence phone, 610,South Walter.
All he aslu Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call up
460
Works, 121 N. Third street.
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.
$

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
4
Meet Every Friday Evening
At 8 Fharp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
81 F.
E. W. Moore, C C.
D E. Philippe, Clerk.
462 West Lead Ave
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- C
COME.

f
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COUCH
KILL'stTMt

mo

CURE

LUNCa

Dr. King's.
New Discovery
with

for

css

Alt THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLE.
GUARANTEED SAriSFAUTOl'.Y
,OB MONEY EEFUK'DEI.
AND

I

3

AGE FTOTTT.

FRinAT. MKT

PERSONAL

MANY PEOPLE

AKAORA P II S

I

The

In

F. !:. llyile of Tutnam, N. M
Is
the city mi huplnonn.
I. S. Keeping of the Continental Oil

children with detective Kyes often results in
suffering- - sometimes permanent disability of one who mijfht otherwise, become a
isiwer in
the world.

Kalxton

n,one

li.v

t
yesterday for Demlng.
Breakfast Food at
Grocery.

Here is style, news and quality-ne- ws
for the
discriminating buyers.
You have an opportunity to take advantage
of the same exclusive style privileges enjoyed by
the best dressed men of New York.
For Regals are reproduced directly according
to the latest New York designs.
Whatever price you pay, you can get no more
style, service or satisfaction than Regals afford.
If you want to know what's absolutely up
in footwear, see the new spring Regal
styles at our store.
to-da-

new

oncm-il-

lrrft

C. H. CARNES, O. D. IU

4o2

A

GENTLE

'

HINT'

There is no event In the life of a
young man or woman with the exception of marriage that Is so fraught
with significance, as their graduation
from school. It Is therefore befitting
Indeed to show appreciation of their
efforts and attainments by appropriate gifts. And what is more appropriate than a handwome book or set of
books.
For haven't they spent these
years preparing to use books under
standing? Now they want books
and need books; for. says Carlyle, "A
little library growing larger and
larger every year is an honorahle part
of a young man'e-historWe have
some valuable and dainty things In
books for graduating gifts, ranging In
price from 60c to $3.00. It will pay
you to look over our line before buying your gifts.
The Wallace Nutting hand painted
pictures are renowned from Maine to
California, and are pronounced by all
artists, superb works of art. We
have about forty of these paintings
left that go for Just half the regular
price. This Is not an out of season line
but Just as good today as next Christmas or any other time.
We have left only thirty-fiv- e
framed pictures from the bankrupt stock.
We have decided to close these out
ngardless of value. There are a number of pictures In the lot on which
the price Is $8 and $10 each, that we
are selling for a quarter to one fifth
of the original price. Then we have
only ten left of the large 16x22 frames
These we are ottering for from 30 to
B0 cents that originally sold for from

Bulk hominy gilts at Kichelleu
Urocery.
Paul Staab of .Santa Fe arrived
for a visit to his sister, Mrs.
Louis Jlfeld.
S. K. Aldrlch of Oallup epent yesterday in Albuquerque looking after
personal Interests.
Mrs. A. P. Gatehell of La Vega
is in the city for a few days, the
gue.-iof relatives.
Lew Wallace Chapter, D. A. It.,
will meet at U:3ii tomorrow afternoon
l:h Mil. iiodey.
(J. F. Woodward, agent
for the
Brown Shoo company at St. Louis, Is
In the city on business.
Consuela Hrown of this cliy is In
Las Vi'gas, the guest of her grandfather, Justice II. P. Brown.
Old fashioned oaimeal at Kichelleu
Grocery.
Lieutenant
Williams, engineering
corps, I, s. A., is spending a few
weeks in Albuquerque, on a leave of
absence.
One friendless drunk w:is before
Jude Craig ibis morning and was
sentenced to five ilajj on the chain 11.50 to $4 00.
Rail.
STRONG S HOOK STORK.
n. i
rant of ljt Angeleg re- - Phone 1104.
Next Door to P. O.
t'Tiliiy to his home after a
turned
few ii
Imsiiirss vi.slt in Alluiuir- IIRAIt
TIIF3
CIIOIU'SF.S. TMF
que.
toil--

ay

S3.R0, 94.00 and 5 00
3.50 mill SI.00

i

Special Display of Trimmed Hats
We have prepared an unusually

complete and attractive display of

Ladies' and Children's Trimmed

Hats for our Pay Day Customers,
tor Saturday, May 1 6.

Miss Lutz
208 South Second Street!

Qi

Aimrr am

m

Mrs. I!. M. Hodges and son expect .MK. TIIK PIANIST, AT
to leave tomorrow for Melros. after NIGHT'S CONCKItT.
spending the past few months in
Tin re will be a regular meeting of

ROYAL ENAMEL WARE

the Ladies of the

See Our Window for Prices

tomorrow
Fel-

nurrcl mackerel at Uichelleu

Grocery.
James K. Clurk. superintendent of
territorial schools,
left today for
Santa Fe, arier upending a few days
in Albuquerque.
There will be a regular meeting of
Adah Chapter. No. 5. ( i. K. S this
evening at 8 o'clock. Initiation and
efleslimellts.
W. H. Docker, formerly a principal
in the Albuquerque schools, and recently superintendent of the Gallup
schools, has accepted the city superintendence In Altus. Okla.
David J. Lrnhy of Laa Vegas, I'nit-e- il
States district attorney, left Wed
nesday for Kinsman. La Salle county.
Illinois, to attend the funeral of his1
brother, James F. Leahy.
Thomas Keegar, proprietor of the
Winslow steam laundry, spent yesterday In the city and left lat night for
his Arizona home.
Mr. Seegar had
been at K Pa-son law business.
Special communication of Temple
Lodge, No. 8, A. F. & A. M.. this
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Work in K.
A. and F. C. degrees. Visiting Masons
welcome, lly order of the W.
M.
Ifrank H. Moore, secretary.
A. M. Sanchez, assistant superintendent of public instruction, will arrive In A!querque tomorrow, en
route for Mesdla Park, where he will
attend the commencement exercises
of the Agricultural and Mechanical
college.
J. 11. Fletcher, local agent for the
Wells-Farg- o
company, surprl.-ehis
many friends here a few days ago by
returning from a trip east a benedict.
Mrs. Fletcher, who accompan.
ied her husband to New Mexico, Is a
fair daughter of Kentucky, the land
of pretty women and til a horses. She
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F. Byrd, a tobacco raiser owning a
tjiasgo junction in
Plantation
the southern part of Kentucky. Tha
marriage wa performed in Louisville May 10. Mr. and Mra. Fletcher
stopped in Chicago for a short vls't
on their way to New Mexico.
They
b r , begun keeping house
at 606
Wtst Silver avenue.

S.

7

I

First St.
O90omcomcmcmomccmcmomom

CHAFING DISHES
Just received a laiye shipment.

Haven't room for them,
and are making speciul low prices this week to move them

The Diamond
Palace

CpDTT
L LlI
V

1

I

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

JUST RECEIVED 20.000 ROLLS Or 1908 PATTER

WMLL PAPER
Third

I

L. BELL COMPANY

ooooooooooo

114 S.

11.

.

115-11-

All

A.

even. tig at 7::in o'clock at Odd
lows' bull.
N'evv

J.

1.

Paper. Paint, Sign and Deeoretlve Work Guaranteed
Ml
41.
jiiciiw i it Ox ivuiitsinan

6J9

CV

A

TV

jffjg

THE FAMOUS
CORNDODGER LAST.

EM

Worn with comfort by
men who had suffered foot distress for years. Let us put a pair
on your feet. Don't buy unless you're pleased.

d

U

NOTICE

f

The reel ili:inin.l on a .l,oe strap i alwav: a
Kuumiitcu ot fxccIU'iuv.
SteUont cot $5. SO to $9.00 the pair.

its.

Standard
Plumbing and ill
Heating Co.

4!2-We-

PHONE

ltKrT

tH'AIlTY.

STORE.

WAIroN'S

IMT FOKC.ET
l'i:ilY NIGHT.
MFNIC IY ISEST

CITY.

TICKETS

THE CONCERT
HIGH CUSS
TALENT IN THE
ROc AND

75c.

10c

10 TAXPAYERS

THE SECOND HALF OF TAKEN
FOR THE YEAR l07 ARE NOW
Dl E AMI PA Y AJUiE. KME WILL
ItECOMF. KELlNtl ENT Jl'NE IsT.
M A lENALTY OF ONE PEJt
Ci:T ADDED. ON Jl'LY 1ST THE
DI.LINVIENT
LIST
WILL
HE
DRAWN
A
AND
PENALTY OF
FIXE PER CENT AND COSTS OF
PUBLICATION
XXIIJi HE ADDED...
JOHN S. HEAVEN.
TltE.XS.
AND
(1)1,.
LI ITOR. Di:il
LII.LO CXI., N. M.
'f

only.
Coii-ri;il--

SPIX
a

trimmi

I

SALE.
huts for Saturday
at cost. Mm. D. D.

XL
il

2J0 WfBt C,,i,

,

ave,

SATURDAY

FOR SALE ONLY BY

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
!

122 5. Second

119 WSGold

Si:ATS ARE NOW ON KALE AT
XIXI'StlN'S Kill IKIDW NIGHT'ti
CONCEKT. TICKI.-- s
50c AND 75c.
The

(il

we do ao much ROl
DRY work U because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have it don at home
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.
rea-to- n

S fts

$20

to $30

SBm AVE

You
You

can't beat our prlcein equal quality
can't beat our quality at, any price.
I'
4

mum of ice.

They produce the max-

OLD clHr;

imum of cold air.

PHONE 480

Their food compartments
are dry and sanitary.
Prices,

Call and Deliver

HENRY'S
CLEANING
WORKS
109-11-

1

West Silver

$9.50 to $30

ill

WAGNER
HARDWARE
COMPANY
Central and

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

m

cmoeyom.

Cj0C!C0000

HUBBS LAUNDRY" CO.
TA-

jooocokoc)

Carriages

A,

ZdLi'

Sll

'

Fourth

momjmjmoaKjmjmomomoaKom mo

New Stock Just In

iiTTI

Prices the Lowest

We Have
Your Suit!
The Suit you'll fancy and the Suit you'll need.
Your Suit for dress occasions, your Suil for business, your suit for lounging, your Suit for traveling.
Your Suit for the seashore, your Suit for the mountains, your Suit for the country, tor outings of all sorts;
your Suit for fishing, your Su't for sp rting, your Suit
for games, your Suit for any purpose.
Suits of many fabrics, of many colors, of many
shapes, of many styles of trimmings.

Take a look at our
$15 and $20 Suits
Match them, if you can! Our highest ambition
is to have you satisfied, for then jou'U come again

nien'

IMPERIAL I.AIN'DRY.

Prfcs?

Man

Our Refrigerators

you know what thi
not ak our driver- - to explain It t.

ruu.

Schaffner tc

are selected with judgment
They consu ne the mini-

MONEY TO LOAN
215 HfcST GOLD AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE. . - . N. M .

tqe9 by Hart

I

-

REFRIGERATORS

1

Maloy'sl

i.acnurv on

Ambrosio Candeforia

and that's about all
you need to know
about the quality
and the style; and
as for fit if they
rlnn't fit wpM rathor
you wouldn't take
them. They'll fit
all right, and you'll
say so.

I

AT

lttlll.il DHL
Io

rl

t

I.

3

SIMON STERN

I

ntPERiAi.

I

.2

We

Our shirt and
or
Is pet
nUr "DOMESTIC FINISH"
hf proper thing
We lead othe-- i
'ollow

1

m

fi

u?--

If

m- -

I)UU

l

v,

II

Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes

w

FUIUAY

THE HI' Kit

I5EEK.

few

0

O

pretty sure yoi'll
want to f you sae
them.
T hey're

Blackberries

IXlIt
KENT HESIDKNCE
AT
VOItTII El'flTII. APPIiY OI.I
V
IHJSTOFFICK.

FEE'S

if

CI

SU2
t i

F

1 1

hrl

ur fm,e
oj1 1
Cloth
vnu1
have to" buy
of
them; b
we are

Central Ave.

st

o

m-a- r

DO YOUR
FEET EVER
TDAIini F VAIti
You will forget you
nave leet it you try

Phonm

to corns

oo'K over--

y."

UKJTT KIIOKN. I!I,A K OH T
OXtXHtlM. HLVCK AM) TAX

W. Central

til.

niarck kraut at the San Jose Market.
Hev. Fletcher f'onk retorting rt ikA
elty this morning from a visit to Mal- '"P.
The main line checka arrived laxt
night and are being Issued today. The
eoaM line checks are expected tonight.
fresh boiled tongue it the San
Jcwu Market.
F. P. Joncj! of the Jones-Iown- s
Grocery conipany of Suvr City, arrived U.st night from a vLsit to

te

Invitation

-

lliev-ieate-

company

Just

Standing

foallth Prejudice Mgalntt
the Vie of Plants

(Jrocery.

Newest Custom Designs
in Men s Regals

You've a

Are wiMrriy to sacrifice themselves and
children to prejurlM-- f . or "what will people sa.vT"their

SpiliiK l.itnli .it tn; Sun josi. Market.
Hulk IVurl honitny
at rtkhelleu

IS. IMA.

M. Mandell
Panama and

Strw
V

t.

Hats

Nettleton Shoes

BUGGIES, RUNABOUTS, SURREYS.
SPRING WAGONS

STANHOPES,

Harness and Saddles

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
tor. nrsi

31.

ar.a ijtras nve.
1

e

Summer Styles in Millinery

ATTENTION 1

Walk out and see our stock.
.
We can sav you money.

EYES RIGHT!

.

Ladies' Tailoring

S2?MISS

&

.

H your vye are not right call
nn me ami let me fit them with
Klasdi that will make them right.

Dressmaking

CRANE

pte

S. T. VANN

944

DOCTOR Or OPTICS
VANN JKWFMtY OO.

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$16 and Up

One

A.

Our window ami door m rvtiu, art
tliun any oilier matle or sokl
Albuqut-rgue- .
KutMTlor I'liuiiitg

MUL

All klnda Of

krneat vrlcea.

J. More Hi

MERCHANT TAILOR

MRS. M. E. NOR R IS
110 East Coal Avenue

lenr
in

loor Sonth of Drug Store.

Ladies' ani (ientlemen's Suits

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaire
,

IOS NORTH

riRST STREET

I

Miwn mill

il.in.. at
Superior l'laiiing II ill.

l.oriM)N'ta

JFJtsKT

KAKM
FOR VVTIE ICE

CUE-lS- t

j

